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ABSTRACT 

A computer program, WOODLUND, capable of modeling 

localized failure and excessive stress transfer for tailings 

dam analyses, has been converted to operate on the CYBER175 

computer system at the University of Arizona. Formerly, 

WOODLUND was operational at the U.S. Bureau of Mines Re

search Center in Spokane, Washington on a CDC3200 computer. 

The conversion reduces the computer run time from the 4 to 8 

hour range to less than 3 minutes. 

WOODLUND is part of a suite of programs (which have 

all been converted) termed the Seep-Slope system. Seep-

Slope first analyzes the case of steady-state, unconfincd 

flow through a dam. Then Seep-Slope performs a slope sta

bility analysis. Both analyses utilize the finite element 

method. Automatic mesh generation capabilities are avail

able, as is extensive plotting support. 

xi 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

A computer program, capable of modeling localized 

failure and excessive stress transfer for tailings dam 

analyses, which was operational on a CDC3200 computer system 

at the United States Bureau of Mines (USBM) Research Center 

in Spokane, Washington has been converted to operate on the 

University of Arizona's CYBER175 computer system. This pro

gram (WOODLUND) uses an elastic-plastic stress-strain rela

tionship for finite elements. WOODLUND has been combined 

with seepage, plotting and auxiliary programs to form a 

slope-stability package known as the Seep-Slope system. 

Although originally developed for the USBM in 1973, 

the Seep-Slope system has not enjoyed widespread usage in 

the engineering community. The lack of acceptance was 

caused by system interface problems, four to eight hour run 

times on the CDC3200 or comparable hardware, and extensive 

man-hours required to prepare and correct input data. This 

study has alleviated many of these problems and has prompted 

recommendations for further improvements. 

1 
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Objective and Scope of Work 

The main purposes of this study are to convert the 

Seep-Slope system for use on the CYBER175 computer system, 

to modify the program where necessary to improve run effi

ciency and to investigate the system's utility. To achieve 

these goals, the following steps were taken: 

1. Make all conversions required so the Seep-Slope 

system can operate on the University of Arizona 

CYBER175 computer system. 

2. Model a USBM trial problem analyzed by Corp 

(1974) to ensure the accuracy of program 

result s. 

3. Model a problem analyzed by a local consulting 

firm using a more conventional method of analy

sis and compare results. 

4. Consider the feasibility of using the Seep-Slope 

system including economic factors. 

Historical Overview 

The first computer program for a slope stability 

analysis was used by Little and Price (1958). That program 

was based on Bishop's Simplified Method. Morgenstern and 

Price (1965) presented a method for analyzing non-circular 

slip surfaces. Both of these programs used limiting equi

librium methods of analysis. 
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Clough and Woodward (1967) introduced the finite 

element method for conducting slope stability analyses. 

They also considered the effects of the construction 

sequence for an earthen dam. Dunlop and Duncan (1970) used 

a bilinear stress-strain relationship, while Duncan and 

Chang (1970) used an inelastic Mohr-Coulomb tangent modulus 

employing a hyperbolic approximation to the stress-strain 

curve. 

Meanwhile, elastic-perfeetly plastic methods of 

analysis were introduced by Reyes (1966), by Hoeg, Chris

tian, and Whitman (1968), and by Yamada, Yoshimura, and 

Sakuri (1968). More recent works utilizing elastic-plastic 

material behavior have included strain softening models 

(Gates, 1972) and strain hardening models (Ozawa and Duncan, 

1976) . 

The actual Seep-Slope system has its roots in the 

work of Reyes (1966). The first general presentation of 

WOODLUND was made by Chang, Nair, and Karwoski (1972). 

Later revisions to WOODLUND were accomplished by Chang and 

Nair (1973), Corp (1974), and Corp, Schuster, and McDonald 

(1975). 

The WOODLUND program ultimately was combined with 

the seepage analysis program, CFLOW, to form the Seep-Slope 

system. This combination was reported by Corp (1974) and 

Corp, et al. (1975). 
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System Overview 

The Seep-Slope system consists of a network of pro

grams whereby output from one program is often stored and 

used as input for subsequent programs. The interrelation

ship of these programs is illustrated by the flowchart in 

Figure 1. 

The output storage units are the tape files shown in 

Figure 1. The CDC3200 system used magnetic tapes for 

storage. The CYBER175 system uses disks, although the tape 

terminology still persists. The numbers adjacent to the 

tape symbols in Figure 1 are the unit reference numbers used 

by each program to access the files. 

Documentation is available for the programs depicted 

in Figure 1. The majority of the documentation was obtained 

from the USBM, although comments were added by the author. 

Also, the author documented all programs that were developed 

at the University of Arizona. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SEEPAGE ANALYSIS AND 
AUXILIARY PROGRAMS 

The seepage analysis portion of the Seep-Slope sys

tem includes CFLOVV, PLOTME, and SEEP1. CFLOW performs the 

seepage analysis, PLOTME plots the initial finite element 

mesh and associated outputs, and SEEP1 provides a transition 

between CFLOW and WOODLUND. 

CFLOW employs a finite element approach to solve 

unconfined, steady-state flow problems for dams or embank

ments. Consequently, the dam must be represented by a mesh 

of elements defined by connected corner nodes. The finite 

elements may consist of triangles and/or quadrangles. 

CFLOW differs from flow net mapping techniques in 

that CFLOW solves for pressure rather than the potential 

(H1). The general flow equation for each element is based on 

Darcy's law for flow through porous media. The basic flow 

equation after Taylor and Brown (1967) is 

= lill + F. ) [2 1 
ai v \9xj 3/ 1 

where 

q. = flow rate or volume flux in the respective 

3 
coordinate directions x,y (length /time) 

6 
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a. = cross-sectional area in the flow direction 

(length^) 

(q^/a. is actually the superficial seepage 

veloci ty v.) 

o 
K.. = specific permeability of medium (length ) 

2 v = liquid viscosity (force-time/1ength ) 

2 p = fluid pressure (force/1ength ) 

x. = respective coordinate directions Xi>*2 or x,y 

(length) 

F. = body force term for gravity effects with 

Fl=Fx=° and F2=Fy=pg=y 

3 
where p = liquid mass density (mass/length ) 

g = gravitational acceleration 

2 
(length/time ) 

3 
Y = unit weight of liquid (force/1ength ) 

The velocity head term has been omitted from Equation [2.1] 

due to the velocity head's negligible contribution to the 

total head in laminar flow cases where Darcy's law is appli

cable. 

The permeability variable normally used in geotech-

nical engineering practice (Darcy's k) is related to the 

specific permeability as k=Kpg/v. Equation [2.1] may be 

rewritten in terms of Darcy's k as 

!ii = lllii f|E_ + F\ (2.2] 
P S  V9xj J )  
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Equation [2.2] can be molded into a more recogniza

ble form. First, Equation [2.2] can be expanded in terms of 

global coordinates for planar flow to 

qv -k 
I* = __2 (l 

ax " V 
li + Fx) i2-3i 

Hz = /IE + fA [2 41 
ay Pg v3y yj 

or in matrix form 

ja ]  =  Fi  [ k ]  { 9 p  +  F }  [ 2 - 5 ]  

where x is the horizontal direction and y is the vertical 

direction. Second, the total piezometric head (H) can be 

introduced. The total piezometric head is the sum of the 

p r e s s u r e  h e a d  a n d  t h e  e l e v a t i o n  h e a d  o r  h = E — + y = £ + y  f p g * y 

Assuming p and g are constant, the partial derivatives of H 

are 

H = I 2 -6 )  

n 1  [ 2 -7 !  

If F =0 and F =pg are judiciously substituted, Equations 
x  y  

[2.6] and [2.7] become 

H = '2 -8 '  

$ = ih($ + Fy) [2'91 

Finally, substitution of Equations [2.8] and [2.9] into 



Equations [2.3] and [2.4] creates 

^ = "kx H = "kx *x t2-10] 

^ " -ky H " "ky V [2-11] 

which are the familiar engineering equations for Darcy's law 

where i and i are hydraulic gradients. The above equa-
x y 

tions can be expressed in matrix notation as 

jjJ = -Ik] {i} [2.12] 

Equation [2.12] is valid for the dam or global coor

dinate system, however soil stratifications for local ele

ments need not be aligned with the global x-y coordinate 

system for the dam. Therefore, coordinate transformations 

are required to convert from the local x'-y' coordinate sys

tem for an element to the global x-y coordinate system. The 

coordinate transformation matrix is 

[T] = cose -sine 
sine cose 

where 6 is the angle between the x-axis (horizontal) and the 

x'-axis (parallel to the soil stratification) as shown in 

Figure 2. 

The coordinate transformation matrix converts the 

local velocities to global velocities as follows: 

§= [ T 1  j f j }  t2 - l 3> 
where {q/a} is the global velocity and {q'/a'} is the local 
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4 

y  

soi 1 
strat i fi cat ion 

Figure 2. Coordinate systems for 
anisotropic permeability 
in an element. 
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velocity. The column vector {q/a} is defined in Equation 

[2.12] while {q'/a'} is defined by a similar equation 

jf^j= ~[k'] {i'} [2.14] 

where all terms are referenced to the local x'-y' coordinate 

system for an element. Replacing {q'/a1} in Equation [2.13] 

with the right-hand side of Equation [2.14] generates 

jfj = -IT] [k»] {i ' } [2.15] 

The column vector {i'} is related to {i} by 

U) = [T] {i ' } [2.16] 

therefore {i *} = [T] * {i}. Since the transformation 

-1 T matrix is orthogonal, [T] =[T] and 

{i'} = [T]T {i} [2.17] 

Combining Equations [2.15] and [2.17] provides 

j§J = -[T] [k»] [T]T {i} [2.18] 

From inspection of Equations [2.12] and [2.18], the global 

permeability matrix is seen to.be related to the local per

meability matrix by 

[k] = [T] [k«] [T]T [2.19] 

For the general flow equation [2.12], the global 

permeability matrix [k] has been completely described 

through Equation [2.19] in terms of known quantities provid

ed by the user. However, the global hydraulic gradient vec

tor {i} still needs to be fully defined. 
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From Equations [2.5] and [2.12] it can be seen that 

{i }= Op + F} 
Pg 

[2.20] 

In the right-hand side of Equation [2.20] all quantities are 

known except Op}. 

In order to determine Op}, it is first necessary to 

define {p} by assuming that the pressure distribution within 

an element varies linearly with respect to distance from the 

nodes. Thus, a general expression for the pressure distri

bution is 

p = A1 + A2x + A3y [2.21] 

where , A^ and Ag are constants. For a typical triangular 

element (shown in Figure 3) with i, j , k vertices, the nodal 

pressures can be defined as 

1 x. y. 
l J l 

J 

x, 

17 3 

yk 

[ 2 . 2 2 ]  

or {p > = [<j>] {A} [2.23] 

Knowing {p}, O p }  can be determined. Differen

tiating Equation [2.21] produces 

9 p / 3 x~j JA2 

3p/3y( /A, 
[2.24] 

or 

where 

O p }  =  [ X ]  (A} [2.25] 

[A] = 0 10 
0 0 1 
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4 , 

y  

x.-x 

Figure 3. Typical triangular element 
showing coordinates of 
nodal points. 
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Column vector {A} in Equation [2.25] was determined 

by Kealy and Busch (1971) by solving Equations [2.22] which 

produced 

A  

D. 

or 

where 

{A} = U]-1{p} 

jk 

(yj"yk) 

(xk-x.) 

D.. 
ik 

(xrxk> 

D. . 
i ] 

(y^yj) 

(x.-x.) 
J  1  -

^ pj 

(_pkJ 

[2.26] 

[2.27] 

A  n 

j
a
 

*
*
 +
 

D.. + 
ik 

D-i Jk = xjyk - Vj 

Dik = xkyi - xiyk 

°i j 
= x.y. 

i*] 
- x.y. 

i] 

If vertex i is assumed as the origin, x.=y^=0 and Equations 

[2.26] reduce to the Taylor and Brown (1967) equations 

D. 
jk 

D. 
jk 

(yryk) (yk~yi* (yi-yj> 

(Xfe-Xj) (x. -x, ) 
x k <xi~v 

[2.28] 

where D.^ is twice the area of the triangular element in the 

x-y plane. 

By combining Equations [2.12], [2.19], [2.20], 

[2.25], and [2.27], the general flow equation can be repre

sented as follows: 

T _ 1 
[2.29] )al = ll [T]T( [ A ] U]"1 {p} + {F}) 

)af Pg 

All matrices and vectors in Equation [2.29] are known except 

{q/a} and {p}. If values for either {q/a} or {p} are 
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prescribed at boundary nodes, the system of equations can be 

solved. 

Equation [2.29] can be used to calculate elemental 

seepage velocities, but CFLOW requires that total nodal flow 

rates be calculated. Therefore, the elemental velocities 

must be converted into nodal flow rates for each element. 

Finally, at each node the flow rates in all directions for 

all contributing elements must be algebraically summed to 

obtain the total nodal flow rates. The nodal flow rates for 

each element are calculated from the elemental seepage 

velocities by a three step process as follows: 

1. Theoretical flow rates through each side of an 

element are calculated 

2. Half of the flow rate through the side of an ele

ment is assigned to each end node on that side 

3. The flow rates at each node for all contributing 

sides are summed. 

The nodal flow rates are separated into the x and y 

components with the z dimension (perpendicular to the plane 

of the paper) assumed as a unit thickness. For a typical 

triangular element shown in Figure 4 and with outflow consid

ered positive, the directional nodal flows are represented as 

follows: 

^ci= - j'W'vnx"+ j(Vax)(yj-yi)(1) = 

[2.30] 
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Q 
^x 

(in) (out) 

a .  Flows in x-direction. 

Q y  ( o u t )  

L  .  J k  1 t i * 

( i n )  

b. Flows in y-direction. 

Figure 4. Resolving the volume flux for a 
typical triangular element into 
equivalent nodal point flows. 
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%tj= i(Vax) (vV (1 )  + W(1) = 

[2.31] 

= - j(Vax>(vyi)(1) + s(Vax)(vVa) = ?(WcvV 

[2.32] 

V = " |(VV(Xj"Xi)a) + ^(W(xk"xi)(1) = i(W(xk"xj) 

[2.33] 

Si = " K /ay)(xfxi)(1) + ?(qy /ay)(xi"xk)(1) = i<Vay)(xi"xk) 

[2.34] 

Sk = l(Vay)(VXi)(1)  + I(Vay)(Xi_Xk)(1)  = 

[2.35] 

where for the nodal flow rate, the first subscript denotes 

direction and the second subscript denotes node. 

The net flow at each node for the typical element is 

the sum of the directional flows at that node for all contri

buting sides, e.g. 

q i =  W y i  =  \ < w  <yj-yk>+ 5 < y y  (xk-xjK 

The net nodal flows at all nodes for the typical element are 

given by 

(yj-yk) 

( y k - y i >  

(yj-yj) 

(Xk-Xj) 

(x rx k )  

(Xj-Xj) 

i Q / a i px x| 

!q /a I 
V  y '  

[2.36] 

or {q} = [D] {q/a} [2.37] 

The matrix [D] can be stated in terms of [X] and [4>] . 

From Equations [2.27] and [2.28] and for vertex i as the 
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o r i g i n  

U1 
-1 1 

irrr 
]k 

jk 

( y j - y
k )  ( y k - Y i )  ( y j - y j )  

(x,-x.) (x.-x,) (x.-x.) 
3 ] 

where D^k is twice the area of a triangular element in the 

x-y plane. Multiplying this equation by [A] (defined for 

Equation [2.25]) generates 

( y ^ - y k )  ( y ^ - y , - )  ( y < - y < )  
m m 

-l 
D. 
jk 

3 3 

(x.-x.) (x.-x.) (x.-x.) 
k ] l k v] l 

[2.38] 

Transposing Equation [2.38] and premultiplying by jpjk 

produces 

|DJk([»] [•r1>T = \ 
(yi"yk) (xk"xi) 

(yk"yi) (xrxk> 

The right-hand side of this equation is [D] as defined by 

Equations [2.36] and [2.37], so [D] = ^( [ X] [ <(>] *)^. Since 

D., is twice the triangular area, 
3K 

[D] = (area) ([X] [0]_1)T [2.39] 

Substituting Equations [2.29] and [2.39] into Equa

tion [2.37] gives 

{q} =;!. (area) ([X] [^]~1)T [T] [k»] [T]T ([X] [<t>]_1 {p}+ {F}) 
Pg 

[2.40] 

Expanding Equation [2.40], multiplying through by -pg, and 

moving the body force terms to the left-hand side yields 
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-pg {q} - (area) ([A] [<f.]_1)T [T] [k»] [T]T {F} 
[2.41] 

= (area) ([A] [<|»]"1)T [T] [k'] [T]T [A] U]"1 {p> 

Equation [2.41] forms the basis for the CFLOW compu

ter code. A Gauss solution scheme without pivots is used to 

solve for nodal pressures. Then local element velocities 

are generated by using Equation [2.29] combined with a re

verse coordinate transformation from global to local coordi

nates . 

Corp (1974), who retained the total head term (H), 

obtained the following simplified form of Equation [2.40]: 

{q} = (area) [C]T [k] [C] {H} 

or {q} = [S] {H} 

where [S] is a symmetric matrix analogous to the stiffness 

matrix commonly used in the structural finite element meth

od. The total "stiffness" matrix for the dam is obtained by 

summing the elemental "stiffness" matrices for the respec

tive nodes. 

§®l££ii2D_£l_9£2i *nu* ty 
and Laplace Equations 

It is important to show that CFLOW satisfies the 

continuity equation or that flow into an element equals flow 

out of the element. The applicable continuity equation for 

the case of planar flow of an incompressible fluid in a 

steady state condition is 

H + If = 0 • [2-421 
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CFLOW satisfies Equation [2.42] if the flow rates 

are constant in space. From Equations [2.24] it can be seen 

that the pressure gradients are constant in space. Hence, 

for constant permeabilities and gravitational terms, Equa

tions [2.3] and [2.4] show that the velocities {q/a} are 

also constant in space. The cross-sectional area is con

stant for any given element, so the flow rate must also be 

constant in space for that element. 

Since the flow rates are constant in space, their 

partial derivatives with respect to space (3q/3x and 3q/3y) 

must each be zero. Therefore, the continuity equation 

[2.42] is satisfied by CFLOW. 

The net flow for an element can be obtained directly 

by summing the directional nodal flows. The sum of the 

right-hand sides of Equations [2.30] through [2.35] is zero 

in conformance with the continuity equation. 

To show that the Laplace equation is satisfied, 

Equation [2.42] must be expressed in terms of total head (H) 

for an element. Assume a finite planar element with dimen

sions dx and dy in the x and y directions respectively, as 

shown in Figure 5. The flow into the element in the 
TJ 

x-direction may be expressed as q (in) = -k a which is 
X X o X X 

Equation [2.10], The flow out of the elemenl; for constant 
JJU <1 2TT 

permeability is q(out) = -k ( •*— + —* dx) a. The net 
3x 

flow in the x direction is 
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X 

Figure 5. Net flows for a finite element 
based on total head. 
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II = qx(out) - qx(in) = -kx ̂  ax dx. 

Since ax dx is the volume (V) of the finite element 

Hb- k
xpr v  I 2- 4 3] 
o X 

By a similar analysis the net flow in the y direction is 

1^ = -k ^ V [2.44] 
9 y 

Substitution of Equations [2.43] and [2.44] into Equation 

[2.42] produces 

5^ v - k - 5 V = 0 
x  I  ?  y  ~ 2  V  -  u  

9 x * 9 y 

Dividing through by (-k^V) generates 

92H , 92H _ 
2 + _ 0 

(k /k )9x 9y 
y x 

which reduces to 

+ Mr = o [2.45] 
3xj 9 y 

where x^, = (k /kx)^ x. Equation [2.45] is a form of the 
«/ 

Laplace Equation. 

CFLOW Input and Output 

The majority of the input data for CFLOW is required 

to describe the finite element mesh and consists of the fol

lowing items: 

1) nodes - numbers and x-y coordinates 
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2) elements - numbers, corner node numbers, and 

material types. 

Other input data include general control information (such 

as the maximum number of iterations and the error toler

ance), pressure and/or flow boundary conditions, permeabili

ties parallel to and perpendicular to soil stratifications 

for each material type, and the orientation of stratifica

tion with respect to the horizontal. 

Appendix A contains a listing of the sample input 

data for trial embankment S-1 which was analyzed using the 

original Seep-Slope system. The analysis of S-1 using the 

modified Seep-Slope system is discussed in Chapter 4. 

For output, CFLOIV echoes all the input data provided 

by the user and lists all the automatically generated mesh 

data. For specified iterations, CFLOW lists calculated ve

locities, pressures, and potentials. Final results are 

printed regardless of the iteration number. In addition to 

the printed results, a disk file is created that contains 

data for PLOTME and SEEP1, whose functions are indicated in 

Figure 1 and described in detail in the Seepage Analysis 

Auxiliary Programs section. 

Automatic Mesh Generation 

CFLOW has automatic mesh generation capabilities to 

ease input requirements. CFLOW will generate missing nodes 

and/or elements. 
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If two input nodes are not numbered consecutively, 

CFLOW will fill in the missing nodes and evenly space them 

between the two input nodes. An example of automatic node 

generation is presented in Table 1 and is depicted graphi

cally in Figure 6a. The in Table 1 identifies generated 

nodes, while three asterisks appear in the CFLOW output to 

identify user input nodes. 

If two input elements are not numbered consecutively, 

CFLOW will fill in the missing elements. Computer generated 

elements have each corner node numbered one greater than the 

respective corner node for the preceeding element. Generated 

elements have the same material type as the preceeding ele

ment. An example of-automatic element generation is present

ed in Table 2 and is depicted graphically in Figure 6b. The 

in Table 2 identifies generated elements, while three 

asterisks appear in the CFLOW output to identify user input 

elements. The tabular data also indicate the order in which 

nodal points are input to defijie elements. 

CFLOW will automatically generate only quadrangles. 

However, after a quadrangle is described, CFLOW divides the 

element into four triangles by inserting an auxiliary node 

at the intersection of the diagonals. 

The quadrangular element with four triangular subel-

ements contains five nodes with two degrees of freedom 

(d.o.f.) at each node. The quadrangle's associated local 

"stiffness" matrix is 10 by 10 in size. However, the 
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Table 1. Automatic node generation. 

* For generated nodes. 

Input Stored 
Node X Y Node X Y 

1  1 2  1 1 2  

4 4 8 *2 2 4 

*3 3 6 

4 4 8 

Table 2. Automatic element generation. 

* For generated element. 

Input Corner Nodes Material Stored Corner Nodes Material 
Element I J K L Type Element I J K L Type 

1 1 6 7 2 1 1 1 6 7 2 1 

4 4 9 10 5 3 *2 2 7 8 3 1 

*3 3 8 9 4 1 

' 

4 4 9 10 5 3 
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b. 

Figure 6. Automatic mesh generation 
-- (a) nodes; (b) elements. 



"stiffness" matrix is reduced by CFLOW to 8 by 8 by condens

ing the two internal d.o.f. at the auxiliary center node. 

Cook (1974) demonstrated the static condensation as follows: 

1. Letting {d2> represent the two internal d.o.f. 

to be condensed, assume the element "stiffness" 

equation is partitioned as follows: 

k l l  k 1 2  

k21 k22 

[2.46] 

d2j (_r2 

where the k's are components of the element 

"stiffness" matrix, the d's are components of 

the nodal displacement vector and the r's are 

the externally applied loads at the nodes. The 

k's themselves are matrices, while the r's and 

d's are column vectors. Two sets of equations 

can be obtained from Equation [2.46]: 

[kn] {dx> + [k12] (d2) = {rx} [2.47] 

[k21] (dj) + [k22] {d2> = {r2J [2.48] 

2. Solving the second set of equations for {d2} 

yields 

{d2> = [k22]"1((r2} - [k21] {dx) ) [2.49] 

3. Substituting this result into the first set of 

equations [2.47] yields 

[ku] (dj) + [k12] [k22]_1 ((r2> - [kgj^] tdj}) ={ri>. 

Rearrangement of the terms in the above equation generates 

the condensed "stiffness" equations 
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([ku] - [k12] [k^]"1 [k21]) {dx} = {r^ - [k12] [k^f1 (r2>. 

The benefits of static condensation are the reduced 

bandwidth and a decrease in the number of equations to be 

solved. After {d^} has been calculated by the above equa

tion the internal d.o.f. (d2> can be found by applying 

Equat ion [2.49] . 

Dimensions 

The dimensions for values input to CFLOVV must be 

consistent. For example, if distances are in feet, pres

sures should be in pounds/square foot. Nodal flow rates and 

permeabilities are input in distance/time units, such as 

cm/sec, ft/sec, or ft/min. Output velocities retain the 

same units as the input permeabilities and nodal flow rates. 

Boundary Conditions 

For any type of finite element analysis, nodal bound

ary conditions must be prescribed. CFLOVV allows any of the 

following types of boundary conditions to be specified: 

1. geometry including boundaries between different 

material types 

2. pressure at a node 

3. flow rate at a node 

4. velocity perpendicular to the side of an element 

(CFLOW converts the velocity to a flow rate for 

the two side nodes) 
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5. initial estimate of the location of the phreatic 

surface. 

The geometry must be defined for all problems. For 

unconfined flow problems, the initial location of the phre

atic surface must be provided. The user may employ any of 

the remaining optional types of boundary conditions (pres

sure, flow rate, or velocity) to finish describing the 

problem along all boundaries. For a typical earthen dam 

problem with unconfined seepage, the optional boundary 

conditions usually prescribed are pressures along the up

stream and downstream equipotential lines. 

Location of Phreatic Surface 

The initial location of the phreatic surface is a 

required boundary condition for unconfined flow problems. 

This boundary condition implies two additional boundary con

ditions: 

1. No water flows across the phreatic surface. 

2. The water pressure along the phreatic surface 

equals atmospheric pressure. 

For computational ease, atmospheric pressure is considered a 

zero pressure reference. 

The location of the phreatic surface where these 

conditions are simultaneously satisfied is generally not 

known a priori. CFLOW locates this surface through an iter

ative procedure as follows: 
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1. The prescribed phreatic surface location is used as 

an initial estimate. 

2. The phreatic surface flows are set to zero. 

3. The system of equations [2.41] is solved to obtain 

the computed pressures for the nodes along the as

sumed phreatic surface. Along the actual phreatic 

surface, the water pressures equal atmospheric pres

sure, i.e. zero. If the computed pressures do not 

equal the actual pressures of zero, then the loca

tions of the assumed phreatic surface nodes must be 

shifted so that the pressures approach zero. To 

this end, the differences between the computed pres

sures and the actual pressures are calculated (the 

differences are identical to the computed pressures, 

since the actual pressures are zero). 

4. The pressure differences are converted to pressure 

head differences. 

5. The magnitude of each pressure head difference is 

compared to an error tolerance (usually one foot). 

6. The location of each phreatic surface node whose 

pressure head difference exceeds the error tolerance 

is shifted (see Figure 7). 

Steps two through six of this procedure are repeated until 

no more phreatic surface node shifts are required, i.e. when 

each phreatic surface node has a pressure head that differs 

from zero by less that the specified error tolerance. 



• initial phreat 

O final phreatic 
(adjusted 

c surface node 

surface node 
by CFLOW) 

Figure 7. Shifting of phreatic surface nodes. 
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In Figure 7, if only the locations of the phreatic 

surface nodes change, with all other nodes remaining sta

tionary, negative areas are computed by CFLOW and program 

execution terminates. In order to overcome this difficulty, 

a series of nodes within the zone of the estimated location 

of the phreatic surface must be allowed to move. Further 

details of this feature of the program are discussed in the 

following section. 

It should be noted that the implied boundary condi

tions create an ambiguity at the phreatic exit node. A flow 

of zero is specified, but flow must exist. The recommended 

method to mitigate this problem is to make the mesh finer 

near the exit point. 

Kealy and Busch (1971) also recommended that the mesh 

size be reduced at soil layer boundaries. The finer mesh 

size diminishes the detrimental effects on accuracy caused by 

material discontinuities. 

Special Considerations 

The user of CFLOW must understand fully the effects 

of mesh regeneration which occurs while CFLOW locates the 

true phreatic surface. Some of the pitfalls and limitations 

of the process are: 

1. Creation of negative areas. 

2. Creation of poor aspect ratios. 

3. The inability to cross fixed boundaries. 
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When CFLOW shifts the phreatic surface nodes, ele

ments are regenerated using the newly shifted nodes. If a 

phreatic surface node is shifted beyond an adjacent fixed 

node, as for example, in Figure 8 with phreatic surface node 

20 and fixed node 21; a negative area will be generated and 

the program terminated. To prevent this occurrence CFLOW 

also shifts all nodes that were created initially by the 

automatic mesh generator, like *21' in Figure 8. Therefore, 

the user must ensure that only automatically generated nodes 

reside within the zone where it is estimated that the final 

or actual location of the phreatic surface will occur. 

To produce reliable results CFLOW requires finite 

element geometries that have side aspect rations of 6:1 or 

less. However, in some instances during the CFLOW mesh re

generation process, certain nodes tend to converge. This 

can produce unacceptably large aspect ratios. Such a case 

exists when the top flow line through a dam exits above the 

level of the tailwater (see Figure 9). The downstream face 

of the dam between the tailwater elevation (node 27BZ) and 

the assumed top flow line exit point (node 30P for the ini

tial mesh) becomes part of the phreatic surface as shown in 

Figure 9a. 

The user initially describes the node at the tail-

water level as a fixed boundary node at atmospheric pres

sure. All nodes along the downstream face that lie within 

the zone where the phreatic surface is expected to exit are 
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identified as phreatic surface nodes. During the initial 

CFLOW run the actual location of the phreatic surface exit 

point is established and all phreatic surface nodes along 

the downstream face migrate toward this point. As shown in 

Figure 9b, poor aspect ratios are produced during mesh re

generation for downstream surface elements containing phrea

tic surface nodes. In an actual CFLOW run, the phreatic 

surface nodes along the downstream face are much closer to

gether than shown in Figure 9b, thus aggravating the poor 

aspect ratios. 

To preserve acceptable aspect ratios (especially for 

input to WOODLUND), the following steps must be taken (refer 

to Figure 9c): 

1. All converging nodes below the true phreatic 

surface exit point along this dam segment must 

be input as fixed nodes (28), not as automati

cally generated or phreatic surface nodes. 

2. These nodes (28) must be identified as boundary 

nodes and assigned a pressure equal to the atmo

spheric reference pressure. 

3. One phreatic surface node above and along the 

same line as these boundary nodes should be re

tained (29) . 

4. Above this phreatic surface node, all nodes (30) 

along the downstream face should be automatical

ly generated except the fixed, topmost node. 
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5. Another CFLOW run should be made and the results 

verified against the earlier run. It may be de

sirable to readjust the selection of boundary 

nodes and the phreatic surface node along the 

downstream face. 

It should also be noted that a different interior phreatic 

surface node was selected in Figure 9c (23 instead of 24). 

Kealy and Busch (1971) and Corp (1974) stated that 

the phreatic surface cannot cross a fixed soil layer bound

ary. Their statements are based on the fact that if CFLOW 

causes a phreatic surface node to jump over a fixed node, 

then a negative element area is generated and CFLOW termin

ates execution. This severely restricts the applicability 

of CFLOW. However, some cases, such as an inner core con

structed from a different material than the shell as shown 

in Figure 10a, can be handled by using automatically gener

ated nodes (7, 8, 25 and 26) along the bottom-to-top mate

rial layer boundary (nodes 9 and 27 are phreatic surface 

nodes). On the other hand, for a dam where the material for 

an entire lift differs from the material used in another 

lift as shown in Figure 10b, the material layer boundary 

nodes (3, 8, 13, 18, 22, 26 and 31) are in a side-to-side 

configuration. For CFLOW, one of the restrictions for an 

unconfined flow problem is that automatically generated 

nodes must be numbered in a bottom-to-top increasing order 

fashion. Thus, for the case depicted in Figure 10b, 
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Figure 10. Applicability of CFLOVV to different 
soil boundary layer conditions. 
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automatically generated nodes will not sidestep the problem, 

and apparently CFLOW is not applicable in this case. 

However, the author has discovered a method to over

come this difficulty. This method is quite simple and only 

requires two CFLOW runs. For the sample mesh illustrated in 

Figure 11, the following steps are required: 

1. The upstream equipotential nodes (1, 2, 3, 4 and 

5) and the downstream equipotential node (21) 

are identified. 

2. The remaining soil layer boundary nodes (8, 13, 

18 and 23) are assumed initially to be phreatic 

surface nodes! In this manner, there are no 

fixed nodes that the phreatic surface can cross 

over. All other nodes lying between the bottom 

and top fixed nodes are automatically generated 

and are free to shift with the phreatic surface. 

3. The first CFLOW run is made and the location of 

the true phreatic surface is noted. 

4. For the second CFLOW run, the upstream and down

stream equipotential nodes are retained. The 

initial nodes that are nearest to the true phre

atic surface are input as phreatic surface nodes 

(9, 13 and 17). Any soil boundary nodes that 

are not identified as phreatic surface nodes (8, 

18 and 23) are reinstated as fixed nodes, and 

CFLOW is rerun. 
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This method does create two minor problems. First, 

any soil boundary nodes that are identified as phreatic sur

face nodes will move as the phreatic surface shifts and the 

soil layer's geometry will change slightly. If necessary, 

this situation can be remedied by describing a finer mesh 

near the soil layer boundary. 

Second, a break in the line of phreatic surface 

nodes may occur as shown in Figure 11 for element 10, where 

nodes 13P and 17P are on the phreatic surface. Node 18SB of 

the quadrangle has a negative pressure because it is above 

the phreatic surface (the diagonal between the two phreatic 

surface nodes). 

However, usually the negative pressure head will 

fall within the prescribed error tolerance. Regardless, 

SEEP1 sets all negative pressure heads to zero, so no seep

age forces will be generated and WOODLUND will be unaffect

ed. If this is not acceptable to the user, the transitional 

quadrilateral can be separated into two triangles by using 

the diagonal between the two phreatic surface nodes as an 

elemental boundary. 

Expanding upon this method for treating the inter

section of a fixed soil boundary and the phreatic surface 

can produce optimum aspect ratios throughout the dam (even 

for homogeneous dams). Optimum aspect ratios will help to 

ensure accurate results not only for CFLOW, but also for 

WOODLUND. 
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To ensure optimum aspect ratios, after the initial 

CFLOW run, the original phreatic surface nodes are replaced 

by the original nodes that best approximate the true phrea

tic surface. Since the true phreatic surface is closely 

approximated, CFLOW quickly iterates to an acceptable solu

tion when rerun. 

Seepage Analysis 
Auxiliary Programs 

The auxiliary seepage analysis programs are PLOTME 

and SEEP1. They provide plotting support and a transition 

to the slope stability analysis portion of the Seep-Slope 

system. 

PLOTME 

PLOTME plots results generated by CFLOW. Options 

include plotting the original mesh, the final distorted 

mesh, heads, potentials, and velocities. An additional op

tion allows plotting potentials and velocities together so 

that a flow net may be hand contoured. 

PLOTME requires general control input from the user 

and the disk file output by CFLOW. The user specifies the 

combination of desired plots, the scales for the plots, and 

the window area of the mesh to be plotted. 

A listing of sample input data for PLOTME is provid

ed in Appendix A. That set of data was developed for the 

S-l trial embankment. 
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SEEP1 

SEEP1 uses the output from CFLOW to determine seep

age forces to be input to WOODLUND. A graphical representa

tion of the calculation of the seepage force is presented in 

Figure 12. 

In SEEP1, the resultant "neutral" force is computed 

for an element by assuming a linear neutral stress distribu

tion along each boundary of an element. The seepage force 

is calculated as the vector sum of this "neutral" force and 

the weight of a water mass of the same volume as the element 

(negative buoyancy). After the seepage force is calculated 

for a given element, the resultant force is redistributed 

equally to each node of that element. 

User input to SEEP1 requires designating each mate

rial type as being buoyant (below the phreatic surface) or 

non-buoyant (above the phreatic surface). The user must 

specify all fixed boundary nodes, which are actually bound

ary conditions for WOODLUND also. 

A listing of sample input data for SEEP1 is provid

ed in Appendix A. The set of data presented was developed 

for the analysis of the S-l trial embankment. 

SEEP1 output includes printed output and a disk file 

that is used as input for WOODLUND. For printed output, 

SEEP1 echoes the user input data and lists the following 

calculated values: 
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A 

C 

D 

B 

AB - Total weight of soil-water mass 
AC - Buoyant weight of soil grains 
AD - True weight of soil grains 
DB - Weight of water in soil-water mass 
CB - Difference between total weight and 

buoyant weight (negative buoyancy) 
BE - Resultant force from neutral stress 

on element boundaries 
CE - Seepage force 
AE - Resultant effective load on soil due 

to gravitational and seepage forces 

Fi gure 12. Force polygon showing relationships 
among weight, buoyancy, and seepage 
forces (after Taylor, 1948). 
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1. nodal seepage forces and their resultant angles 

2. elemental seepage forces and their resultant 

angles 

3. elemental flow velocities and their resultant 

angles. 

Utilization of Seepage 
Analysis Results 

The seepage analysis results provide much valuable 

information for the engineer. Some of the uses of the out

put are as follows: 

1. PLOTME can produce a combined plot of the equi-

potentials and velocity vectors, so a flow net 

can be hand contoured. 

2. The velocity vectors show the general flow pat

tern of the free water through an embankment. 

3. If the location of the phreatic surface exit 

point is above the bottom of the downstream 

face, potential erosion problems are indicated. 

4. The location of the top flow line can be input 

directly to conventional programs like STABR, to 

determine the minimum factor of safety for a ro

tational failure. 



The velocities along an equipotential (such as 

the upstream face of the embankment) can be used 

to calculate the flow rate for the entire em

bankment. This total flow rate then can be used 

to help determine the amount of pond water 

available for reuse in milling operations and 

for sizing pumps to return the seepage liquid to 

the pond. 



CHAPTER 3 

SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS 
AND AUXILIARY PROGRAMS 

The slope stability analysis set of interrelated 

programs (refer to Figure 1) consists of WOODLUND, PLOTE, 

PLOTFS, PWODFS, and WOODFS. The function of each of these 

programs is as follows: 

1. WOODLUND - performs the slope stability analy

sis. 

2. PLOTE - plots the finite element mesh used by 

• WOODLUND with the number of each element (used 

to draw trial failure surfaces on). 

3. PLOTFS - plots the mesh with the final factors 

of safety for each element calculated by WOOD

LUND. 

4. PWODFS - prepares for WOODFS by placing output 

from the final WOODLUND iteration on a separate 

disk file. 

5. WOODFS - calculates the factor of safety for the 

dam using trial failure surfaces. 

The original version of WOODLUND was developed by 

Woodward-Lundgren and Associates for the USBM. This version 

was developed for performing plane strain analyses of open

ings in rock. Assuming plane strain conditions, one of the 
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following methods of analysis could be chosen for each mate

rial type: 

1. No tension analysis. 

2. Joint perturbation analysis. 

3. Elasto-plastic analysis. 

Only the elasto-plastic analytical method is available on 

the University of Arizona version. Later enhancements to 

WOODLUND included: 

1. The simulation of construction sequences. 

2. The capability to update elemental stiffnesses 

after each load increment and after the first 

and second iterations for each load increment. 

3. The ability to combine seepage forces with grav

ity forces so that the resultant force can be 

applied incrementally. 

The WOODLUND program is limited to performing static 

analyses! Additionally, the following assumptions are in

herent to each analysis: 

1. Plane strain conditions exist. 

2. Material properties are time independent, thus 

deformations are also time independent. 

3. Small strain theory is applicable. 

4. All materials behave in an elasto-plastic man

ner. 

The plastic behavior of any given element is govern

ed by the reactions of its unyielded neighboring elements to 
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the load increment being applied. A yielded element pro

vides no additional shearing resistance, but merely moves in 

conformance with its neighboring elements. The neighboring 

elements are still being loaded in the elastic range and 

they deform accordingly. As the load increases, additional 

elements will yield and progressive failure occurs. 

This idealized elasto-plastic behavior is shown in 

Figure 13. The initial sloping portion of the graph repre

sents the elastic, pre-yield behavior of the material. The 

flat portion of the graph represents the perfectly plastic, 

post-yield behavior of the material. The intersection of 

the sloping and the flat line segments is the uppermost lim

it of the elastic behavior, i.e. the yield point. 

In order to perform the elasto-plastic analysis 
V 

three specifications are required: 

1. The constitutive relationship for the pre-yield 

behavior which is based on the assumption of 

isotropic elastic behavior. 

2. The yield criterion which defines all the yield 

points on the yield surface. For WOODLUND, a 

three dimensional Drucker-Prager criterion is 

adopted. 

3. The constitutive relationship for the post-yield 

behavior which is based on the assumption of 

elasto-plastic behavior. 



Peak stress Idea 1i zed 
yield point 

Ideali zed 
mat eri a 1 
behav i or 

Plastic range 

Ini t ially 
dense 
material 

Strain (e) 

Figure 13. Idealized elasto-plastic 
material behavior. 



For the constitutive relationships; matrices [D] (for elas

tic behavior) and [D] (for elasto-plastic, post-yield 
6 * p • 

behavior) are generated which relate the stresses to the 

strains. The proper constitutive relationship is selected 

based upon the location and movement of the stress point 

with respect to the yield surface, which is fully explained 

in the Post-yield Constitutive Relationships section. 

Pre-yield Constitutive Relationships 

Plane strain conditions are assumed, i.e. the dam is 

assumed to be infinitely long. Therefore, since the coordi

nate axes are the same as for CFLOYV, no strains can exist in 

the z-direction or E =0, T =0, and T =0. 
z xz yz 

The pre-yield behavior is assumed to be elastic, so 

the generalized Hooke's law applies. Incorporating the 

plane strain conditions with the generalized Hooke's law 

produces the equations solved by WOODLUND which are 

In Equation [3.1] e is zero, but it is included to 
z 

facilitate solving for a . The stress-strain matrix in 
z 

terms of Young's modulus (E) and Poisson's ratio (p) is 
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[D] = E 
(1+y) (1-2 y) 

(1-y) y y 0  

y  ( 1 - y )  y  0  

y  y  ( l - y )  0  

0 0 0 1-2 y 

[3.2] 

Yield Criterion 

The yield criterion expresses the stress at the up

permost limit of elastic behavior as a function of material 

properties. This yield stress is used to determine whether 

the material is behaving elastically (pre-yield stress 

state) or elasto-plastically (post-yield stress state). 

Various yield criteria have been applied to charac

terize soil behavior. Of these yield criteria the most com

monplace have been Tresca, von Mises, and Mohr-Coulomb (Ros-

coe, Schofield, and Thurairajah, 1964). 

A graphical comparison of these three yield criteria 

is presented in Figure 14. The graphs shown are projections 

of each yield criterion onto a deviatoric plane which can be 

expressed as ai+cr2+a3 = 0 = constant. The deviatoric plane 

is perpendicular to the hydrostatic axis ( o^ = Og) . 

Tresca Yield Criterion 

The Tresca and the von Mises criteria were original

ly developed for metals. Consequently, these theories 

account only for the deviatoric stress components and not 

the isotropic (hydrostatic or frictional). 



von Mises 

Tresca 

Mohr-Coulorab 

-CT 

~ CT 

-a 

Figure 14. Three yield criteria projected onto 
deviatoric plane. 



The equation for the Tresca criterion is 

cr -o .„ = 2k = constant [3.3] 
max mm 1 

This equation plots in the deviatoric plane as a regular 

hexagon and in three dimensional space as a regular hexagon

al prism that is symmetric about the hydrostatic axis. 

Von Mises Yield Criterion 

The equation for the von Mises criterion is 

+ ^a2~a3^ + ^a3~°l^ = constant = (2k)^ [3.4] 

This equation plots in the deviatoric plane as a circle and 

plots in three dimensional space as a right circular 

cy1inder. 

Mohr-Coulomb Yield Criterion 

The Mohr-Coulomb criterion accounts for the fric-

tional stress component and is the most popular of the three 

yield criteria for soil mechanics and engineering. However, 

this criterion does not consider the effects of the interme

diate principal stress on yield. 

The equation for the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion is 

0 -o . = 2c cos d) - (o +o . ) sind) [3.5] 
max mm y v max min y 

where tension is assumed as positive, <f> is the angle of in

ternal friction and c is the cohesion . C equals k in the 

other yield criterion equations. Equation [3.5] plots in 

the deviatoric plane as a hexagon with three axes of symme

try and in three dimensional space as a right pyramid with a 

hexagonal base. 
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The intersection of the pyramid with the hydrostatic 

axis is caused by the frictional stress component. This 

intersection occurs in the tension octant, because isotropic 

tension can cause soil to yield, while isotropic compression 

cannot. 

The Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion creates computer 

programming problems due to its discontinuities. However, 

the von Mises criterion consists of a smooth, continuous 

function which alleviates these difficulties. Therefore, 

the extended von Mises (better known as Drucker-Prager) 

yield criterion which accounts for the frictional stress 

component was selected for use in WOODLUND. 

Drucker-Prager Yield Criterion 

The equation for the Drucker-Prager yield criterion 

i s 

a(a^+a2+Og) + (g [ ( Og ) ̂ + ( Og ~ Og ) 2 + ( Og-^ ^ = k [3.6] 

where a and k are constants. 

An alternate form of this equation is 

f  v  .  y l  r (  > 2  .  i 2 ,  . 2 .  2  2  2  . ^  1  + <e [ (vV+<v*' 1 +  v v ^ = 

[3.7] 

Equation [3.6] plots in the deviatoric plane as a circle 

(identical to the von Mises circle for equivalent right-hand 

sides of each equation). However, due to the frictional 

stress component, this equation plots in three dimensional 

space as a right circular cone with its apex in the tension 
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octant. A comparison between the Drucker-Prager and the 

Mohr-Coulomb yield criteria is shown in Figure 15. 

The Drucker-Prager yield criterion is usually ex

pressed in tensor notation as 

f = aJx + = k [3.8] 

where 

a is a positive material constant 

J^ is the first invariant of the stress tensor 

J1 = °ii = °ll+022+a33 = Vy40* = al+02+03 [3'91 

J2 is the second invariant of the stress deviation tensor 

J2 = 5sijsij = F[(01-''2>2+(iW2 + ('V01)2j 

= i[(o -a ) 2+(A -a )2+(o -a )2]+T 2  +T 2  +T 2  

6 x y y z z x xy yz zx 

[3.10] 

k is a positive material constant. 

The stress deviation tensor is defined as 

sii = "ij " 3Vii t3-11' 

where 

 . . is the stress tensor 

 .. is the Kronecker delta. The value of <5. . is 
i] i] 

zero for i^j and unity for i=j. 

The Drucker-Prager criterion reduces to the von Mises cri

terion if a is set to zero. 

Determination of Material Properties a and k. The 

values for a and k can be related to c and <f> values obtained 

from laboratory tests. Drucker and Prager (1952) determined 



space diagonal space diagonal 
(o1=o2=o3) (o1=o2=o3) 

0 0 , 
/ 

, 
/ 

12a 1=12a
3 

03 

a. Drucker-Prager criterion b. Mohr-Coulomb criterion 

Figure 15. Yield surfaces for frictional materials plotted in 
three-dimensional stress space (after Corp, et al., 1975). 

C,}1 

-.:] 
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these relationships for plane strain conditions, while Reyes 

(1966) obtained the relationships for triaxial compression 

and triaxial extension tests. These relationships are shown 

in Table 3. 

The a and k material properties can be determined 

for the triaxial compression and extension tests by a simple 

procedure as follows: 

1. Align the two yield surfaces (Drucker-Prager and 

Mohr-Coulomb) graphed in Figure 15 along a "com

pression" or "extension" diagonal for whichever 

test is desired. 

2. For each yield surface obtain the algebraic 

equation for the aligned diagonal. 

3. Equate the two equations and solve for a and k. 

The detailed calculations for determining a and k in terms 

of c and (f> are presented in Appendix B for alignment along 

the "compression" diagonal OC^ and along the "extension" 

diagonal OE^. Appendix B also includes calculations needed 

to express c and <t> in terms of a and k. 

A short description of Figure 15b will help in 

understanding the a and k material property evaluations. To 

aid visual conception, Figure 15 is drawn using standard 

soil mechanics notation where compression is positive. 

Since tension is positive in the Drucker-Prager equations, 

all values read from Figure 15, for the present considera

tion, must be transformed by changing their signs. 
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Table 3. Relationships among a, k, c and <(>. 

Parameter 
Triaxial 
Conpression 

Triaxial 
Extension 

Plane 
Strain 

2sin<f> 

/3(3-sin<l>) 

2sin<j> 

/3(3+sin<f>) 

tan<{> 

(9+12tan2<J>)^ 

6c cos<t> 

/3(3-sin<|>) 

6c cost)) 

/3(3+siniJ>) 

3c 
2 . A  (9+12tan ip) 

/3k /3k 

2[(l-/3a)(l+2/3ot)]i 2[(l+/3a)(l-2/3cx)]* (l-12ct2)* 

. -l/3/3a \ 
sin 

\2+/3ct / 
sin 

-if3/3a 

\2-/3a. 

cos 
-1 l-12a 

vl-3a2 

2\i' 
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In Figure 15 the equation for OCg can be determined 

by examining two points on the line, namely point O and 

point ag where OCg intersects the c?g axis. Point O has 

coordinates (-x,-x,-x) (where the value of x is dependent 

upon the particular yield surface drawn) and point Og has 

coordinates (0,0, O g ) .  Changing the signs for positive ten-
_ t 

sion generates O' with coordinates (x,x,x) and Og with coor

dinates (0,0,-Og). By inspection of these two points along 

OCg, must equal a^ and both values must be greater than 

ag (for all points except the apex which is ignored, since 

it represents a discontinuity), i.e. a^ = a2>a3* trans

formed equations for all six diagonals are presented in 

Table 4. 

The equation for a side of the base, such as CgE^, 

can be determined from examining the two diagonals (OCg and 

OE^) that contain its end points and by applying Equation 

[3.5], By inspection of the two diagonals it can be seen 

that a^Og and o2 is the intermediate stress. Substituting 

for amax and ag for amjn in Equation [3.5] produces 

a^-Og = 2c cosiji - (c^ + cjg) sin<|> 

Table 5 contains the transformed equations for the six sides 

of the hexagonal base. 

For the plane strain condition Drucker and Prager 

(1952) developed relationships among a, k, c, and <|>. These 

relationships are based on the assumption of associated 

plasticity. 
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Table 4. Equations for diagonals of Mohr-
Coulomb yield surface in three-
dimensional space. 

Diagonal Applicable Triaxial Test Equat ion 

0C3 compression Q
 

I—
4 II Q
 

to
 V Q
 

CO
 [3. 12] 

extension Q
 

to
 II Q
 

CO
 A Q
 

h-
4 [3. 13] 

0C2 
compressi on a3=al>a2 

[3. 14] 

CO W 
o

 extension Q
 

»-
* II Q
 

to
 A Q
 

CO
 [3. 15] 

OC1 compression a2= a3>al 
[3. 16] 

OE2 extension a
 

CO
 ll Q
 

H*
 A 

1 
to

* [3. 17] 

Table 5. Equations for hexagonal base of Mohr-
Coulomb yield surface in three-
dimensional space. 

Side Equat ion 

C3E1 al" a3 = 
= 2c cos <p - ( °1+ a3 ) sin (j) [3 .18] 

E1C2 al" a2 = 
= 2c cos - (°l+a 2  ) sin <p [3 .19] 

C2E3 c3~ a2 = 
= 2c cos <t> - ( a3+ a2 ) s in <p [3 .20] 

E3C1 V °1 
= = 2c cos <j> - (a3+al 

) simp [3 .21] 

C1E2 a2 ~ °1 z = 2c cos -( CT2 + al ) sin <p [3 .22] 

E2C3 °2 ~ 
a3 = = 2c cos $ - (°2+a3 ) sin <J) [3 .23] 
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For associated plasticity, the plastic potential Q 

coincides with the yield surface f. Additionally, the 

O Q 
increment of strain vector, ejj» is normal to the surface of 

the constant Q. This relation can be expressed mathemat

ically as 

e°ii = x° atfr t3-24J 
°n O 

where e^j is the increment of plastic strain and X is a pos

itive factor of proportionality (the dot notation applies to 

increments and not to rates, because the material properties 

are assumed to be time independent). Since Q coincides with 

the yield surface f, Q can be replaced by f in Equation 

[3.24] resulting in 

°n 0 3 f 
eij = A i3-25i 

J 1] 

Drucker and Prager (1952) utilized Equation [3.25] 

in conjunction with their selection of the yield surface to 

help determine the values of a and k. For plane strain con

ditions T and T „ equal zero and a can be calculated from 
yz zx ^ z 

O p 
Equation [3.25] for E33=0. The equivalent expression ob

tained for a is i(a +a )-3aJ~. This expression is then 
z t* x y u 

substituted into Equation [3.7] to obtain the Drucker-

Prager yield criterion for plane strain conditions; which 

can be algebraically manipulated to obtain the following 

form in the x-y plane: 



This form is similar to the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion in 

the x-y plane which is 

By equating the Drucker-Prager and Mohr-Coulomb 

yield criteria for plane strain conditions, the relation

ships among a, k, c and <j> can be obtained. These rela

tionships were presented in Table 1, while the detailed 

calculations leading to the relationships can be found in 

Appendix B. 

Once the appropriate a and k values are selected for 

the triaxial compression case, the triaxial extension case, 

or the plane strain case; the yield surface is defined. 

This yield surface expands for strain hardening and con

tracts for strain softening. However, perfect plasticity is 

assumed for the WOODLUND program so strain hardening and 

strain softening cannot occur. Therefore, the yield surface 

is fixed in space for WOODLUND. 

Post-yield Constitutive Relationships 

Once the stress point (which represents the coordi

nates of the mobilized principal stresses) of a material has 

contacted the yield surface, any subsequent movement includ

ing corresponding strain changes is termed post-yield behav

ior. The post-yield behavior assumed for the WOODLUND 

[3.27] 
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program is elastoplastic, i.e. both elastic and plastic 

strains can occur. Therefore, the overall material behavior 

for pre-yield and post-yield actions can be classified as 

elastic-elastoplastic. 

For an elastic-elastoplastic material several stress 

and stress change scenarios exist. These scenarios depend 

upon the following values: 

fg - the value of the yield function prior to appli

cation of the current load increment 
O 
f - the incremental change in the yield function 

caused by the application of the current load 

increment 

f - the value of the yield function after applica

tion of the current load increment 

k - the value of the yield function at the point of 

yi elding. 
O 

All combinations of fq, f, and f are presented in 

Table 6, where the following cases are possible: 
o 

E^ - fQ<k, f can be any value, and f<k. In this 

case the stress point remains inside the yield 

surface and elastic behavior occurs. 
O 

Eg - fQ=k, f< 0, and f<k. In this case the stress 

point recedes from the yield surface and elas

tic behavior occurs. 
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Table 6. Matrices describing all combi
nations of material behavior. 

N.P. Case not possible due to algebraic 
i neons i s tenc i e s. 

* Impossible case due to stress point 
residing outside yield surface. 

fo 
<k 

o 
f<0 

o 
f=0 

o
 

A
 

0
<

M
 

f <k 
Ei 

E1 Ei 

f=k N.P. N.P. 
EP2 

f >k * * * 

f0 
=k 

o 
f<0 

O 
f=0 

o
 

A
 

0
<

M
 

f <k E2 
N.P. N.P. 

f=k N.P. EPi N.P. 

f>k * * * 

f0 
>k 

o 
f<0 

o 
f=0 

o 
f>0 

f<k * * * 

f=k * * * 

f>k * * * 



EP^ - fQ=k, f=0, f=k. In this case the stress point 

moves from one location on the yield surface 

to another point on the yield surface and 

elastoplastic behavior occurs. 
o 

EP2 - fQ<k, f>0, f=k. In this case the stress point 

moves from the elastic state to the yield 

state, so both elastic and elastoplastic 

behavior occur. 

Impossible cases arise due to the stress point residing out

side the yield surface, i.e. fQ>k or f>k. All possible 

cases are depicted schematically in Figure 16. 

In the final transitional state (EPg), an interpola

tion scheme is employed to determine the stress at which the 

yield surface is contacted. In this manner the movement of 

the stress point can be separated into the elastic and elas

toplastic phases. This interpolation scheme is fully des

cribed in Step 4 of the Initial Stress Method contained in 

the Elastic-Plastic Solution Methods section. 

In order to calculate the post-yield, elastoplastic 

constitutive matrix, [D] , the incremental stress-strain 
e .p. 

equations must be examined. In the elastoplastic phase the 

total strain increment is reflected by the Prandt1-Reuss 

hypothesis (Hill, 1950) as 
° oe oD 

= e?, + e Pj [3.28) 

where 



A e = A e 

AePf ̂ Ae^AeJ 

a. Elastic deformation b. Plastic deformation c. Transitional 

Figure 16. Schematic representations of stress and 
strain increments (after Reyes, 1966). 

O) 
-<J 
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o 
e.j is the total strain increment. 

°e 
e.j is the elastic strain increment. 

The elastic strain increment is given by the generalized 

Hooke's law (Sokolnikoff, 1956) as 

° e  1 + M °  M ? *  
eij~ TT °ij " E J1 6ij l3*291 

where 

.. is the principal stress increment 
O 

is the increment of the first invariant of the 

stress tensor. 

Meanwhile, the plastic strain increment is given by the 

associated plasticity law described in Equation [3.25] as 

°p ? 3 f e" . = X 
i i 3 a . . 
1 i] 

For the Drucker-Prager yield criterion and plane strain con

ditions which WOODLUND utilizes, Equation [3.25] becomes 

= ? ctfi + ILjL [3.30] 
1 3  1 ]  2  J  2  

B y  using the yield conditions for perfect plastic-
o o 

ity, f=k and f=0, Reyes (1966) managed to eliminate the A 

term and to develop the elastoplastic constitutive relation

ships after a lengthy procedure. For the general case Reyes 

gave the incremental stress-strain relations for an elasto

plastic material as 

0°ij=i!0te0ij-^(Vij+^|)-?kk (h2S i J + V i J > l  [ 3 - 3 1 1  

s. . 



where 

G = shear modulus. 
o o 

W = crjjE.j (for plane strain conditions 

o o o o o 
W=a E +cr e +a e +T Y ) 

x x y y z z xy'xy 
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2ri,« 2K, p = ^-[l+9a 0] 

K = bulk modulus = 

v, - 3«K 
h0 ~ IG~ 

hx = hQ/pk 

2h n  

J 

6 J 

1 
« j i  

2 

Ty(a +a +o ) 3 x y z7 
e +e +e 
x y z 

h2 ( 

J1 \ 3y K 

6j|/~Ep 

ekk = e 11+E 22+e 33 = e~+E--+e 
o o o 

xH -y ' z 

For plane strain conditions, c r .  

matrix form as 

3(1-2p ) 

i] 
can be expressed in 

[3.32] 

where e =0 
z 

[D] 

In Equation [3.32] 
' [D1e .p. c 

DU D12 D13 Dl4" 

D21 D2 2 D23 °24 

P-
D31 D3 2 D33 °34 

D41 D42 

o
 

CO
 

°44 

[3.33] 
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where 

Du = 2G(1-h2-2hl0x-h3a2) 

D22 = ZCd-h^h^-ly2) 

D33 = 0 = Di3 = D23 = D43 

°44 = 2G<rVxy> 

D12 = D21 = ~2G^2+'1l ̂ax+0y^+^13c,x0y^ 

D3i = -aGOlj+hjO^+o^+ly^) 

D14 = D41 = -2G(hlTXy+h3c'xTXy) 

D32 = -2Q(h2+hl(0y+0z)+h3c'y0Z) 

D24 = D42 = -2G(hlTxy+h3°yTxy) 

D34 = -2G(hlTxy+h3°zTxy) 

h0 = 
3  2 J 2  ( l + 9 a 2 § )  

Plastic post-yield deformations are accompanied by 

an increase in volume known as cubical dilation. This dila-

tancy property is defined mathematically as 

|PR = 3oi A [3.34] 

This type of behavior is representative of materials 

initially denser than the critical void ratio. Reyes (1966) 

stated that the volumetric expansions are reasonable as long 

as the total strains are of the same order of magnitude as 
/ 

the elastic strains. 
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Elastic-Plastic Solution Methods 

Elastic-plastic analyses can be performed by any of 

the following basic methods: 

1. Thermal or initial strain method. 

2. Initial stress method. 

3. Tangent modulus method. 

Combinations of these methods result in two other methods 

that are of interest to the WOODLUND user. These are the 

modified tangent modulus method and the variable stiffness 

method. 

Initial Strain Method 

The initial strain method (where temperature can 

create initial strains) is based on the idea of modifying 

the elastic equations of equilibrium to compensate for the 

fact that the plastic strains do not cause any change in 

stress. The main equation used in this method can be repre

sented as 

[F] [S] {de} = {dR} + [F] [S] {dep} [3.35] 

where 

[F] is the stress-to-force transformation matrix. 

[S] is the stiffness matrix that relates the elastic 

strain increments to the elastic stress incre

ment s. 

{de} is the total strain increment vector. 
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(dR) is the externally applied load increment 

vector. 

{de^} is the plastic strain increment vector. 

In this equation the term on the left gives the apparent 

elastic forces induced by the displacements, while the last 

term on the right compensates for the forces induced by the 

initial strains. 

Since Equation [3.35] contains unknown strain incre

ment components on both sides, an iterative procedure is 

employed to obtain an acceptable solution. This iterative 

procedure involves the following actions: 

1. For a new load increment the elastic strain 

increments {de } are calculated. e 

2. Initial estimates of the plastic strain incre

ments (de } are made. 
P 

3. Equation [3.35] is solved generating the total 

strain increments (de). 

4. New values of the plastic strain increments are 

calculated from the elastic strain increments 

and the current total strain increments using 

Equation [3.28]. Step 3 is repeated. 

The Step 3-Step 4 loop is repeated until the change in the 

total strain increments is satisfactorily small. 

For an elastic-perfectly plastic material, Marcal 

(1968) demonstrated that the plastic strain increments do 

not vary from one iteration to another. Therefore, the 



solution cannot converge. Thus, WOODLUND does not use the, 

initial strain method. 

Initial Stress Method 

The initial stress method, as discussed by Zienkie-

wicz, Valliappan, and King (1969), can be employed in the 

analysis of elastic-plastic materials. This method consists 

of linear analyses coupled with applications of corrective 

body forces. For a graphical representation of this method, 

refer to Figure 17. 

The first step of this method is to perform an elas

tic analysis for a new load increment. The stresses calcu

lated in this manner generally are incorrect due to the 

non-linearity of the stress-strain curve. The differences 

between the calculated stresses and the actual stresses cre

ate an "initial stress" system. 

The second step is to regain equilibrium by applying 

body forces to offset this "initial stress" system. These 

body forces can be removed by having the given element de

form further, i.e. another analysis can be made using the 

body forces as the externally applied loads. The values 

calculated from the second analysis are added to the results 

from the initial analysis. This process of applying correc

tive body forces and performing additional analyses is 

repeated until the corrective body forces are sufficiently 

sma11. 
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Figure 17. Graphical interpretation of the 'initial stress' 
process for an e1asto-plastic material in a 
transitional state (after Zienkievvi cz, et al., 
1969). 



While the general concept of the initial stress 

method is simple enough, the number of stress point condi

tions introduces complexity into the method. For an 

elastic-elastoplastic material with initial stresses 

and initial strains £e^, the initial stress method consists 

of the following steps: 

1. Apply the current load increment {AR^} and ob

tain an elastic solution providing the calcula

ted incremental elastic strains {Ae®} and the 

calculated incremental elastic stresses {Aa®} 

(the subscripts in this section relate to the 

iteration number, not to the principal stress 

number). 

2. Calculate the total elastic analysis stress 

{a®} = {aQ} + {ACT®} [3.36] 

If the total elastic analysis stresses are with

in the yield surface, i.e. f({a®})<k, then only 

elastic changes occured and the procedure is 

complete; else go to Step 3. 

3. In order to be at Step 3, the current stress 

point must be on or outside the yield surface, 

i.e. f({o®))Sk. If the material was in yield 

prior to application of this load increment, 

i.e. f({ag})=k, then proceed with the remainder 

of Step 3; else go to Step 4. 



Find the elastoplastic solution 

Uafp} = [D] {Ae®} [3.37] 
A 6 • p i X 

where [D] is calculated from Equations 
• Jr * 

[3.33] using {a®}. 

BF 
Calculate the excess stresses {Ac^ } that the 

body forces must support 

{Aa®F} = {Ao®} - {Aa®P} [3.38] 

Save the current stresses 

{a} = {aQ} + {Aa®p}= {a®}- Uo®F} [3.39] 

Save the current strains 

{e} = {eQ } + {Ae®} [3.40] 

Advance to Step 5. 

In order to be at Step 4, the current stress 

point must be on or outside the yield surface, 

i.e. f({a®})2k; and the material must have been 

in an elastic state prior to application of the 

current load increment, i.e. f({ag})<k. There

fore, the material is in a transitional state 

(see Figure 16c) and the intermediate stress 

value at which yielding commences must be found. 

The elastic analysis for the transitional case 

implies an incremental stress point movement of 

f({Aa®}) as shown in Figure 17. The portion of 

the stress point movement beyond the yield sur

face is fOAa®^}) where {Aa®^} is the elastic 

analysis incremental stress that occurs after 
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the stress point contacts the yield surface. 

This portion of the stress point movement is 

equal to the difference between the total elas

tic analysis stress and k which can be stated as 

f({Aa®y}) = f({o®}) - k . [3.41] 

For the linear elastic analysis, the ratio of 

the stress point movements described above must 

equal the ratio of their associated strain 

increments which is expressed mathematically as 

f(Uo®y}) {Ae 

f({Ao®} ) ' {Ae®} 

Multiplying through by {Ae®} generates 

f({Ao > 

[3.42] 

{At®y}= 
f({Ao ®}) 

{ Ae ®} [3.43] 

Substitution of Equation [3.41] into Equation 

[3.43] results in 

{AE®yj= 
f({°®j)-k 

f({Ao®}) 
{ Ae ®} [3.44] 

where all terms are known on the right-hand 

side. The true increment of elastic strain 

(Ae® Jean be calculated as 

{Ac®*}={Ae®}-{Ae®y} [3.45] 

Replacing {Ae®y> with the right-hand side of 
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Equation [3.44] produces 

f({AaT}) 
{Ae®} [ 3 . 4 6 ]  

Gathering similar terms creates 

f({Aa?}) 

0 ̂ The actual increment of elastic stress {Aa^ } is 

defined as 

{Ao® }=g{Acr®} [ 3 . 4 8 ]  

The equation needed to find the yield stress is 

At this point the stresses and strains at the 

yield surface are known. The yield values are 

taken as the initial stresses and strains and 

Step 3 is executed for the remainder of the 

elastic analysis stress increment that lies 

beyond the yield surface. 
nr 

5. Compute the nodal forces {F} from {Ao^ } corres

ponding to the equilibrating body forces by 

{ o  
yield 

}={a0>+{Aa® } [ 3 . 4 9 ]  

using {F}=/vol[B]T{Aa^F}d(vol) where 

{e}=[B]{d} and {d} represents the nodal dis

placement s. 



6. If {F) is less than a specified tolerance the 

procedure is complete. Otherwise, {F) is ap

plied and the elastic stiffnesses are used to 

calculate new stress increments {Aa®} anci new 

strain increments {Ae^}. 

7'. Steps 2-6 are repeated with (Aaand fAeg) 

replacing (Aa®} and {Ae®} respectively. 

Tangent Modulus Method 

In the tangent modulus method (sometimes referred to 

as the incremental elasticity method), for each load incre

ment a new tangential modulus of elasticity is selected 

based on the current stresses. The new tangential modulus 

of elasticity is used to recalculate the [D] matrix of Equa

tion [3.1]. 

This method has the advantage of not requiring any 

iterations. However, a significant amount of computer time 

is needed to recalculate the [D] matrix for each load incre

ment. This method also has problems dealing with an 

e1astic-perfectly plastic material, so WOODLUND does not use 

the tangent modulus method. 

Modified Tangent Modulus Method 

The modified tangent modulus method is identical to 

the initial stress approach, except for Step 6. In Step 6, 

the elastoplastic stress-strain relationship [D] is used 
6 • p « 

to calculate a tangential stiffness. This tangential 



stiffness is used in place of the elastic stiffness for all 

elements that have yielded. 

Therefore, as shown in Figure 18, for the first 

iteration of a new load increment the elastic stiffness is 

used. If no elements have yielded, then only one iteration 

is required for the load increment. Otherwise, excess 

stresses are computed and redistributed during the second 

and subsequent iterations. In the second iteration a tan

gential stiffness is calculated and used for all yielded 

elements, while elements that have not yielded use the 

elastic stiffness. In the third and subsequent iterations 

for this new load increment, the tangential stiffness calcu

lated in the second iteration is used for all yielded 

elements. 

The modified tangent modulus method (refered to by 

Chang and Nair (1973) as the Modified Stress Transfer Tech

nique) is presented in flowchart form in Figure 19. It is 

beneficial to bear in mind that the actual set of simultane

ous equations being solved are in the form of 

{AR} = [S] {Ad} 

where 

{AR} is the increment of the load applied at the 

nodes. 

[S] is the stiffness matrix for the entire embank

ment; unyielded elements use the stiffness based 

on the elastic stress-strain relationship [D] 
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L2 

Displacement 

Figure 18. Modified tangent modulus method 
(after Chang and Nair, 1973). 
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Figure 19. Flowchart for modified tangent modulus 
method (after Chang and Nair, 1973). 



defined by Equation [3.2], while yielded ele

ments use the stiffness based on the elasto-

plastic stress-strain relationship £D]e 

defined by Equation [3.33], 

{Ad} is the set of displacements at each node. 

The general expression for the stiffness of an ele

ment as stated by Cook (1974) is 

[S] = /vQl [B]T[E][B]d(vol) 

which for an element of constant thickness (t) and constant 

area (A) reduces to 

[S] = [B]T[E][B]tA 

In this equation the matrix [B] represents the strain-

displacement relationship such that {e} = [B]{d}. Also, in 

this equation the matrix [E] is replaced by either [D] or 

[D] , depending on whether or not the element has 
6 • p • 

yielded. 

Chang and Nair (1973) showed a flowchart that cor

rected Aa® if f{aQ}-k=0 and if f{oe}-k<0 (case Eg in Figure 

16a). This portion of the flowchart was a vestige from an 

earlier article by Chang, Nair, and Karwoski (1972). These 

instructions are no longer required, because the matrices 

[D] and [D] were changed from a size of 3 by 3 to a size 
6 • p « 

p 
of 4 by 4 to properly account for the {Aa } terms. There-

z 

fore, these instructions have been deleted from Figure 19. 

1 
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Variable Stiffness Method 

The variable stiffness method is an extension of the 

modified tangent modulus method. The first two iterations 

of both methods are identical, but for the third iteration 

the tangential stiffness is recalculated using [D] 
6 t p • 

Later iterations use the tangential stiffness calculated in 

the third iteration. 

Methods Available in WOODLUND 

The user of WOODLUND has the option of selecting the 

initial stress method, the modified tangent modulus method, 

or the variable stiffness method. After many analyses using 

the different methods, Corp (1974) found that no one method 

is preferable. 

Application of Loads 

The WOODLUND program combines the calculated seepage 

and gravity forces. The resultant forces are then applied 

in steps or load increments. For each load increment sever

al iterations may be required before equilibrium is satis

fied. If the load increment is too large, equilibrium may 

never be attained. 

After many runs, the USBM concluded that in order to 

produce the best convergence (highest element FS), the mag

nitude and number of load increments should be chosen as 

follows: 



1. 5 equal load increments of 20 percent each, or 

2. 10 equal load increments of 10 percent each. 

The USBM also found that the maximum number of iterations 

for any load increment should be about five to obtain con

vergence. It is reasonable to assume that if these proce

dures are followed, then the computer run times will be 

held near their minimum. 

Factor\)f Safety Calculation 

The concept of factor of safety takes on a new mean

ing in the WOODLUND program. No longer does factor of safe

ty mean the ratio of resisting forces (or moments) to 

driving forces (or moments) along a potential failure sur

face. Instead, the factor of safety is the ratio of the 

limit stresses on the yield surface to the stresses mobil

ized, i.e. an indication of the proximity to the limiting 

elastic stress state. 

This concept can be easily visualized on the two-

dimensional Mohr's circle for stress drawn in Figure 20. 

The circle representing the mobilized stresses is the inner 

circle. The outer circle is generated by allowing the inner 

circle to expand until the failure envelope is intersected. 

Thus, the outer circle represents the limit stresses. 

The shear stress at failure, occurs at the point 

of intersection of the outer circle and the failure enve

lope. The value of is R cosd> where R is the radius of 
i o r o 



Failure -
envelope 

Limit stress 
circle 

Mobilized 
stress circle 

R. a  

Figure 20. Stress circles for concept of factor 
of safety used in VVOODLUND. 



the outer circle and <j> is the angle of internal friction of 

the material. The shear stress mobilized along this same 

angle of maximum obliquity is x . The value of x is R.cos<}> 
m mi 

where R. is the radius of the inner circle. Therefore, the 

factor of safety, F.S., can be defined as follows: 

R cos<t> R 
F - s -  =  =  ̂  [ 3 - 5 0 )  

Identical results could have been realized by directly com

paring the maximum shear stresses for each circle. 

In WOODLUND, the three-dimensional Drucker-Prager 

yield criterion is utilized. The details of this criterion 

and its graphical representation were described previously. 

A plot (shown in Figure 21) very similar to the plot for the 

two-dimensional case, can be obtained by passing a plane 

perpendicular to the failure cone's axis through a specified 

stress point. The cone projects as a circle on this plane 

and its axis becomes the center of the circle. The radius 

of the circle (I^) provides a quantitative measure of the 

limit stress. Meanwhile, the line segment (L^), from the 

center of the circle to the specified stress point, provides 

a quantitative measure of the mobilized stresses. The fac

tor of safety may then be defined as the ratio of these two 

lengths or Lg/I^. 

The lengths of these line segments can be expressed 

algebraically in terms of the yield function parameters 

(Corp, et al., 1975). Details of the process required to 
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Figure 21. Right cross section of Drucker-Prager 
conical yield surface through a stress 
point (after Corp, et al., 1975). 

4 



obtain the final values are provided in Appendix C. These 

final values are /2 (k-a ) for L^ and for L^. There

fore, the factor of safety for a given element is 

k-a J1 
f.s.. = - [3.51] 

The factor of safety for an earthen dam is calculat

ed by taking a weighted average of the safety factors for 

all elements along a potential failure surface. The govern

ing equation for the factor of safety for the dam is then: 

n 1. 
F.S. = Z f.s.. [3.52] 

i = l L 1 

where 

F.S. = the factor of safety for the dam. 

1. = the length of the failure surface through 

element i. 

L = the total length of the failure surface. 

f.s.. = the factor of safety of element i along the 

failure surface. 

n = the number of elements along the failure 

surface. 

Theoretically, the factor of safety in an elastic-

plastic finite element analysis will never be less than 

unity, since a stress point cannot exist outside the yield 

surface. All elements in the plastic or yield state have a 

stress point on the yield surface and a corresponding factor 

of safety of unity. However, WOODLUND employs a tolerance 
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parameter for convergence, so a factor of safety slightly 

less than one is possible. As the factor of safety de

creases below unity, the accuracy of the solution also 

diminishes. A second convergence criterion limits the ex

cess stress in an element to a maximum of 1.0 psi. Excess 

stress measures how far a point in principal stress space 

lies outside the yield surface. 

WOODLUND Input 

The input data requirements for WOODLUND initially 

appear quite lengthy and complex. However, much of this in

put pertains only to tunnel excavation analyses and other 

types of rock mechanics problems. 

A listing of sample input data for WOODLUND is pro

vided in Appendix A. That listing shows how to treat the 

input data that are extraneous where soil slope stability 

analyses are concerned. The listed data were used as part 

of the slope stability analysis for the S-1 trial embankment 

conducted at the University of Arizona. It should be noted 

that the boundary conditions for WOODLUND are actually 

included as input to SEEP1. 

The set of actual input data necessary to analyze 

earthen dams is slightly more detailed than the data requir

ed for programs commonly used in the engineering community, 

such as STABR which employs Bishop's simplified method of 

slices. The input data for WOODLUND include general control 

cards, the engineering properties for each material, and 



incremental loading information. The finite element mesh 

used to describe the geometry of the problem is not required 

to be input by the user, because WOODLUND retrieves that 

information from the disk file produced by SEEP1. 

WOODLUND Output 

WOODLUND initially echoes the input data. Later 

output is provided for the last iteration of each load 

increment unless output for other iterations is also re

quested. The output by load increment consists of nodal 

displacements and element strains, stresses, factors of 

safety and convergence information. Additionally, WOODLUND 

outputs a file containing grid information and factors of 

safety for plotting. 

Revised Procedure to Calculate 
Dam Factor o? SaTety 

As discussed previously, the overall factor of safe

ty for a dam is calculated by taking a weighted average of 

the factor of safety for all elements that are intersected 

by a proposed failure surface. The weighted average is 

based on the length of the proposed failure surface through 

each element. 

Initially the procedure required to obtain this 

overall factor of safety was as follows: 
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1. Run a program (PLOTFS which was written by the 

author to replace the original PLOTALL plotting 

program) to print the factor of safety for each 

element on a plot of the finite element mesh. 

2. Draw a proposed failure surface on this plot. 

3. Measure the length of the proposed failure 

surface through each element. 

4. Perform the needed calculations by hand. 

These hand calculations are slow and inefficient for most 

cases where twenty to thirty elements are intersected by 

each failure surface and five to ten failure surfaces are 

proposed. 

The author has enhanced the Seep-Slope system by 

developing three short programs to help calculate the fac

tors of safety for proposed failure surfaces. These pro

grams, PLOTE, PIVODFS , and WOODFS, eliminate calculation 

errors and require less of the engineer's time than does the 

original procedure. These programs should be used in con

junction with the PLOTFS program referred to in Step 1 

above. 

Special Considerations 

As with any modern, unconventional approach, criti

cisms of WOODLUND have surfaced. A couple of the more im

portant criticisms are discussed below. 
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Plane Strain a and k Yield Parameters 

Pariseau (1972) stated that the a and k parameters 

calculated by Drucker and Prager (1952) for the plane strain 

case were incorrectly applied to an early version of 

WOODLUND. He argued that the equations presented were based 

on the assumption of a rigid, perfectly plastic material, 

while the material was actually modeled as being elastic-

perfectly plastic. 

However, the perfectly plastic portion of the mate

rial behavior (stress-strain) curve serves as an upper limit 

on the prior (pre-yield) behavior. This upper limit is ac

tually the yield point. Consequently, for the plane strain 

case, the equations for the yield parameters derived for the 

rigid, perfectly plastic material also are valid for an 

elastic-perfectly plastic material; so long as the loading 

induces only purely elastic or purely plastic deformations 

in an element. 

The case where a loading increment would normally 

produce both elastic and plastic deformations is handled in 

a special manner, so that both types of deformations do not 

occur for the same applied load. This special handling pro

cedure was emphasized by Chang and Nair (1973) in the final 

report for the same version of WOODLUND that Pariseau (1972) 

criticized. The effect of the current loading increment 

upon the location of the stress point is always checked 



against the location of the yield surface. If a transition

al case does exist (see Figure 16c), the current loading in

crement is separated into a pre-yield portion and a post-

yield portion. This separation insures that the material 

behaves only elastically or only perfectly plastically for 

any load increment or portion thereof. Therefore for all 

load cases, the equations for the yield parameters, as de

rived by Drucker and Prager (1952) for a rigid, perfectly 

plastic material with plane strain conditions, are indeed 

applicable and valid in WOODLUND. 

Stress Dilatancy 

Stress dilatancy or volumetric expansion is inherent 

in the post-yield modeled material behavior (see Equation 

[3.34]). Stress dilatancy does not occur for loose materi

als whose initial void ratio is greater than the critical 

void ratio, so WOODLUND is not a suitable analytical tool 

for such materials. However, most tailings embankments are 

composed of dense materials with initial void ratios less 

than the critical void ratio, where WOODLUND is applicable. 

WOODLUND calculates cubical dilation for the post-

yield material behavior. However, if the peak stress is 

taken as the yield point (see Figure 13), the increase in 

volume actually occurs during the elastic deformations. The 

error in the elastic, pre-yield region is offset by the 

error in the plastic, post-yield region. 
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Tanaka and Nakano (1976) stated that the experimen

tally observed stress dilatancy was much less than the value 

predicted by the program they used. That program was simi

lar to WOODLUND, in that it employed the Drucker-Prager 

yield criterion combined with elastic-perfectly plastic 

material behavior. However, Tanaka and Nakano found the 

program they used produced satisfactory displacement results 

and that no element failed when the program was used to ana

lyze the Miyama rockfill dam. Based on Rowe's (1963) report 

that the effects of stress dilatancy are apparently insig

nificant for most practical stability problems and on Tanaka 

and Nakano's article, it can be surmised that the apparent 

excessive stress dilatancy generated by WOODLUND has a neg

ligible impact on the final results of the stability 

analysi s. 

AUJOry Stability 
Analys i s  Programs  

The auxiliary slope stability programs are PLOTFS, 

PLOTE, PWODFS, and WOODFS. They are used to plot the 

"microstructural" factors of safety and to aid in the 

calculation of the overall dam factor of safety. 

PLOTFS 

PLOTFS prints the factor of safety for each element 

on a plot of the finite element mesh. This plot helps the 

engineer determine which failure surfaces to consider. 
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The input for PLOTFS consists of general plotting 

data such as the size of the plot in the x and y directions. 

Sample input data for the S-l trial embankment are listed in 

Appendix A. 

PLOTE 

PLOTE prints the element numbers on a plot of the 

finite element mesh. The engineer then draws the proposed 

failure surfaces on this plot. The element number and the 

length of the failure surface through each element are ex

tracted from this work plot and fed into WOODFS. 

The input required for PLOTE is identical to that 

required by PLOTFS. Sample input data for the S-l trial em

bankment are listed in Appendix A. 

PVVODFS 

PVVODFS (short for pre-VVOODFS) condenses the output 

file generated by VVOODLUND into another file containing only 

that information which WOODFS needs. Therefore, only infor

mation from the final iteration is preserved. 

The input for PVVODFS consists of specifying the de

sired load increment and iteration. Sample input data for 

the S-l trial embankment can be found in Appendix A. 
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WOODFS 

WOODFS calculates the factor of safety for a pro

posed failure surface. Any number of failure surfaces can 

be analyzed during a computer run. 

The input for WOODFS consists of sets of data, one 

set for each failure surface. Each set includes a title 

which is echoed and a list of element numbers and the length 

of the failure surface through each element. Appendix A 

contains a listing of sample input data for the S-1 trial 

embankment. 



CHAPTER 4 

COMPUTER PROGRAM CONVERSIONS 

The Seep-Slope system was fully operational in 1974 

on a CDC3200 computer at the USBM Research Center in Spo

kane, Washington. However, the marriage of the Seep-Slope 

system and the CDC3200 computer is both inefficient and 

impractical from an engineering viewpoint. 

Maj or Shortcomings of 
the Original Systems 

The major shortcomings of the software-hardware 

integration at the USBM Research Center are insufficient 

memory, excessive turnaround times, and outmoded computer 

hardware. These problems have prevented the acceptance and 

utilization of the Seep-Slope system by practicing 

engineers. 

Insufficient Memory 

The Seep-Slope programs generate several large ma

trices that require sizable amounts of storage. The CDC3200 

computer has only 32,000 bytes of central memory (4 contigu

ous bytes can hold one single precision variable). There

fore, the large matrices generated by Seep-Slope must be 

transferred back and forth between central memory and 
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temporary, auxiliary files. At the USBM Research Center, 

the temporary files were placed directly on magnetic tapes, 

thus necessitating additional tape drives. 

Excessive Turnaround Times 

The slowest computer operations are typically the 

"reads" and "writes" to peripheral devices. Since the Seep-

Slope system, due to a shortage of central memory on the 

CDC3200, makes extensive use of these operations, slow turn

around times can be expected. Also, the use of magnetic 

tapes instead of disks greatly decreases throughput, so run 

times are increased even more. 

Corp (1974) stated that the WOODLUND program ran for 

4 hours on the CDC3200 to analyze a 67 foot high trial em

bankment. When the height of the trial embankment was in

creased to 133 feet, the WOODLUND run time doubled to 8 

hours. At 200 feet, the run time was 15 hours and the solu

tion did not converge. In order to put these run times into 

proper perspective, four hours of computer time on the 

CYBER175 at the University of Arizona would cost an outside 

user more the $8,000! With this in mind it is easy to un

derstand why the WOODLUND program was not widely accepted by 

the practicing engineering community at the time it was 

first developed. 
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Outmoded computer hardware 

Due to rapid advances in computer technology, the 

CDC3200 computer is obsolete by today's standards and proba

bly would no longer even be fully supported by the manufac

turer. The USBM has recently replaced its machine (Corp, 

1981). 

Making the Seep-Slope System Practical 

Before the practicing engineer realistically can be 

expected to utilize the Seep-Slope system, major changes in 

the hardware, software, or both must be effected. The pre

ferred solution would be to transfer the Seep-Slope system 

to a larger, faster, more modern computer facility. During 

this transfer process, only those programming changes re

quired to make the software operational would be accom

pli shed. 

Accordingly, the Seep-Slope system was converted to 

operate on the CYBER175 at the University of Arizona. Since 

both the CYBER175 and the CDC3200 were manufactured by the 

Control Data Corporation, the conversion process initially 

seemed to be simple and straight-forward. 

Seepage Program Conversions 

All of the seepage related programs converted quite 

readily. Changing calls to plotter subroutines, shortening 

variable names, substituting statement functions for system 
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dependent subroutines, and converting the dynamic allocation 

of the unlabeled common area corrected most of the problems 

encountered. 

WOODLUND Conversions 

In order to convert WOODLUND, the types of problems 

similar to those found in the seepage related programs were 

corrected first. Secondly, all unacceptable Fortran II 

statements in VVOODLUND were converted to appropriate Fortran 

IV statements. Fortran V is now available, but the conver

sion to Fortran V is beyond the scope of this study and is 

not immediately required, since a Fortran IV compiler is 

still available at the University of Arizona. The third 

step was to provide an alternative to a file management sub

routine, LOCATE, used on the CDC32 00 computer system. The 

CYBER175 file management system conflicted with LOCATE. The 

third step was the most difficult and time-consuming part of 

the conversion process. 

The CDC3200 computer system apparently had the capa

bility of positioning a magnetic tape at the beginning of 

any desired record, via a call to the LOCATE system subrou

tine. After the record was found a "read" or "write" opera

tion would follow. Subsequent "reads" or "writes" could be 

performed with or without calling the LOCATE subroutine. 

Rewind and backspace operations could be performed also. 
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Obviously, the LOCATE subroutine could not be ignor

ed, nor could sequential files be utilized on the CYBER175. 

Based on these considerations, the possibility of using ran

dom access disk files was investigated. 

Upon closer examination of WOODLUND, it was discov- . 

ered that records were written, read, and longer records re

written in place of the old records on the tape files. Not 

only were longer records rewritten in place, but variable 

types were being switched between the old and new records. 

For example, where an integer variable was written original

ly, a floating point variable would be rewritten and vice 

versa. Therefore, using random access files was not practi

cal in completing the conversion process. 

The only remaining alternative was to eliminate all 

files that the LOCATE subroutine affected'. In their stead, 

internal arrays would be utilized. By using arrays, the 

relatively slow input/output operations would be removed. 

However, for economic considerations, the reduction in com

puter processing time was offset by the requirement of more 

central memory. But, if the increase in central memory were 

not excessive, then a decrease in computer run costs could 

be anticipated. 

WOODLUND was converted by replacing the special tape 

handling features with array storage. It should be empha

sized that only those portions of WOODLUND required for 

elastic-plastic slope stability analyses were converted. 
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Other areas of WOODLUND such as the joint analysis subrou

tines were left intact, since more memory and higher run 

costs would have been required for the total conversion. In 

addition, the total conversion was beyond the scope of this 

study. The remainder of the conversions, if required, can 

be accomplished in a manner similar to those made as part of 

this study. 

Great care was taken to make the converted program 

statements quickly and easily identifiable. Existing state

ments were changed to comments and new statements entered. 

The original program had statement identifiers in columns 

73-80. In the modified program, the new statements do not 

have statement identifiers, so the new statements stand out. 

Comment cards were inserted to explain any changes that were 

felt to be not readily apparent. The new arrays that re

placed the auxiliary files were placed in common blocks to 

allow various subroutines to have access to the arrays. 

These common blocks were named in such a way that they are 

easily differentiated from the common block names in the 

original program. 

The conversion process required a good overall un

derstanding of the WOODLUND program operation combined with 

detailed lists of where and how variable, array, and file 

names were used. Consequently, any future modifications to 

WOODLUND should be undertaken with careful planning and a 

detailed checklist. 
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Conversion of Auxiliary, Slope Stability Programs 

The two original programs still unconverted in the 

slope stability portion of the Seep-Slope system were 

FXPLALL and PLOTALL. The function of these two programs was 

to produce a plot of the final factors of safety for each 

element in the finite element grid. 

The FXPLALL program converted quickly, but the 

PLOTALL program contained execution time errors that could 

not be located easily. Upon closer examination of the 

source code for PLOTALL, it was determined that PLOTALL was 

designed to reduce plotting time by having each interior 

line segment which formed the common side of two elements 

plotted only once. Testing for interior sides requires con

siderable computer processing time. Since the University 

of Arizona has an inexpensive Printronix plotter as part of 

the CYBER175 computer system, there is no need to go to 

great extremes to reduce plotting time. Consequently, 

PLOTALL and FXPLALL were culled from the Seep-Slope system 

and were replaced by PLOTFS which was developed by the 

author. The other programs in the revised Seep-Slope system 

(see Figure 1) were developed by the author, thus no conver

sions were required for them. 
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Testing Procedures for Converted Programs 

After each program was free from syntax errors and 

all changes of system-dependent subroutines had been accom

plished, each program was tested to insure that it was per

forming properly. For testing purposes, the seepage related 

programs were treated as a package and the slope stability 

related programs were treated as a separate package. 

Testing seepage related programs 

Corp, et al. (1975) had published results from three 

trial embankments including plots of final, distorted meshes 

and flow velocities. Therefore, initially it was planned to 

attempt to duplicate those results using the revised Seep-

Slope system. 

These embankments represented three stages of con

struction for a typical mine tailings impoundment. Each em

bankment was modeled by a mesh containing 447 elements. The 

three embankments (shown in Figure 22 from Corp, et al., 

1975) were S-l (67 feet high), M-l (133 feet high), and L-l 

(200 feet high). 

To facilitate data preparation, the author developed 

several small pre-Seep-Slope system programs. These pro

grams are not a necessary part of the system, although they 

do reduce the time required to prepare and correct input 
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data. These programs generate the finite element grid; re

quiring information only at the points of geometric and 

boundary layer discontinuities. 

Since the solution of the slope stability analysis 

for trial embankment L-1 never converged as tested by USBM, 

only embankments S-1 and M-1 were tested as a part of this 

study. The sample input data for these embankments was pre

pared from the finite element grid, the permeabilities, and 

the geometric descriptions provided by Corp, et al. (1975). 

The sample input data for S-1 is included in Appendix A. 

CFLOVV and PLOTME were run utilizing the prepared 

sample input data for S-1 and M-1. The plots of the final 

mesh and the flow velocities for S-1 are presented in Fig

ures 23 and 24 (the mesh for S-1 is discussed in detail in 

the following section). The final mesh plot compares quite 

favorably with the corresponding plot from Corp, et al. 

(1975), while the plot of the flow velocities from Corp, et 

al. for M-1 (see Figure 25) is very similar to the the plot 

for S-1 shown in Figure 24. 

Testing slope stability related programs 

The only published results of WOODLUND analyses for 

the two trial embankments (S-1 and M-1) were general results 

and plots of ranges of factors of safety. No sample input 

data was available in the literature. Therefore, Corp 

(1981) was contacted directly and a WOODLUND printout 



Figure 23. Plot of final mesh for S-1 produced 
at the University of Arizona. 
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containing the final iteration of the last load increment 

for the S-l embankment was obtained from him. However, he 

had no sample input data. Therefore, input data had to be 

prepared for all programs in the Seep-Slope system. 

The major difficulty with preparing input data was 

to reconstruct the initial, undistorted mesh. Since the 

WOODLUND printout contained the centroids of the elements 

for the final, distorted mesh, it was possible to recon

struct the initial mesh by adopting some logical assumptions 

and by using the distorted mesh centroids. 

If the coordinates of only one nodal point for an 

element are unknown, they can be calculated from the coordi

nates of the centroid and the known nodal points. On a lar

ger scale, the entire finite element mesh can be regenerated 

if the coordinates of the following points are known: 

1. The centroids of all the elements. 

2. The nodal points along the base of the founda

tion. 

3. The nodal points along one side of the dam. 

After examining the values of the centroids and the distort

ed mesh plots, the following assumptions for the initial 

mesh were made: 

1. The boundary elements in the foundation layer 

along the upstream face of the dam were equal 

sized rectangles. 
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2. The boundary elements in the soil layer along 

the upstream face of the dam were equal sized 

rectangles. 

3. The boundary elements along the base of the 

foundation were equal sized rectangles. 

Utilizing these assumptions and the printout of the cen-

troidal coordinates, the coordinates of the nodal points 

along the base of the foundation and along the upstream face 

of the dam were determined. From this information, the ini

tial mesh was reconstructed. 

This initial mesh contained an oversight that was 

readily apparent when the mesh was plotted (see Figure 23). 

The oversight is where the mesh is not uniform in the left-

hand side of the plot. This disfigurement was most likely 

caused by the omission of a fixed node in the second column 

at the boundary between the dam foundation and the dam it

self. Since the intent of the testing was to duplicate as 

closely as possible the printed WOODLUND results, the over

sight was not altered. Figures 23 and 24 and the sample in

put data in Appendix A for S-l reflect this case. 

The remainder of the sample input data for CFLOVV was 

generated using published values from Corp, et al. (1975). 

The sample input data for the complete Seep-Slope analysis 

of this trial embankment is contained in Appendix A. 

CFLOW was run using the reconstructed, initial S-l 

mesh as input. The final mesh generated by CFLOW compared 
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very closely with the results obtained from the USBM. Most 

of the centroid values from the revised CFLOW run were iden

tical to the corresponding values of the USBM printout and 

very few results differed by more than one percent. Consid

ering the difference in accuracy between the CDC3200 (24 

bits per word) and the CYBER175 (60 bits per word) and the 

one foot head tolerance, the results are quite acceptable. 

After the completion of the seepage analysis on the 

trial embankment, the slope stability analysis was begun. 

Engineering properties from Corp, et al. (1975) were used as 

input. Other general control information was also input. 

However, the selection of the load increment magnitudes and 

the maximum number of iterations per load increment required 

greater consideration and deliberation, since they impacted 

on computer run times and, ultimately, costs. 

It was unknown how much time even one iteration 

would require on the CYBER175. Therefore, the trial embank

ment was analyzed initially with only the first load incre

ment of 20 percent of the total load applied, and a maximum 

of one iteration specified. The computer run time was less 

than one minute, so the first load increment of 20 percent 

and a maximum of five iterations were specified for the re

run of WOODLUND. Convergence was obtained after two itera

tions, as was the case for the WOODLUND run at the USBM for 

the same problem. The next step was the complete WOODLUND 

run, with five load increments of 20 percent each and a max
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imum of five iterations specified for each load increment. 

No more than two iterations were required for any of the 

five load increments to converge. The computer run time for 

the full load case was less than two minutes. 

The WOODLUND analysis of the trial embankment S-l 

performed on the CYBER175 produced final results which dif

fered only slightly from the results obtained on the 

CDC3200. Displacements and factors of safety were compared 

for both computer runs. Most differences were less than one 

percent, although some ranged as high as 3 percent. In many 

cases, the final results produced on both machines were 

identical or differed by one in the least significant digit 

that was printed. Making allowances for the following 

i tems: 

1. the original meshes may have been somewhat dif

ferent for the S-l CFLOW runs on the two compu

ters , 

2. the final meshes generated by the CFLOW programs 

on both computers were slightly different, and 

3. the accuracy differences between the CDC3200 and 

the CYBER17 5; 

it was concluded that WOODLUND had been satisfactorily con

verted to operate on the CYBER175. Significantly, the run 

time for S-l on the CYBER175 was less than two minutes, ver

sus four hours on the CDC3200. 



CHAPTER 5 

ANALYSIS OF THE LAST CHANCE VALLEY 
TAILINGS IMPOUNDMENT 

The preliminary design of the Last Chance Valley 

tailings impoundment for the Mt. Tolman, Washington molybde

num and copper mine was produced by Robertson-Pincock, Inc. 

(RPI) of Tucson, Arizona (Caldwell, 1980). The impoundment 

will consist of a 400 foot high rock embankment situated be

low another 400 foot high embankment constructed from the 

coarse fraction of the tailings (cyclone underflow) as shown 

in Figure 26. 

The tailings are composed of the waste ore products 

mixed with water to form a slurry. This slurry is then 

transported through a pipeline to the disposal location 

where the tailings are separated by a cyclone. The cyclone 

overflow consists of the fines which are deposited inside 

and contained by the embankment. The cyclone underflow or 

coarse tailings fraction, meanwhile, is used to help con

struct the actual embankment. 

The overall design slopes are 1.85 horizontal to 1 

vertical for the rock embankment and 3 horizontal to 1 ver

tical for the cyclone underflow embankment. The impoundment 

0 
as designed will contain 60x10 tons of tailings. The tran

sition zone and drains, as shown in Figure 26, are 
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Figure 26. Cross section of Last Chance 
Valley tailings impoundment 
(after Caldwell, 1980). 
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respectively designed to retain the tailings and to prevent 

a rise of the water table in the tailings. 

The stability of the large rock embankment was ana

lyzed independently from the cyclone underflow portion of 

the tailings impoundment and a satisfactory factor of safety 

was calculated (Larson, 1981) . Therefore, the stability of 

the rock toe will not be discussed in this study. 

Seepage Analysis of 
Cyclone Underflow Embankment 

Several scenarios, as depicted in Figure 27, are 

possible for seepage through the coarse tailings embankment. 

From the cases analyzed by RPI with STABR (a widely used 

computer program based on Bishop's simplified method of 

slices), the worst case was found to be Case IV (Figure 

27b). In this case the transition zone and the drains are 

considered to be plugged, and the coarse tailings embankment 

to consist of a homogeneous, isotropic material. These con

ditions cause the top flow line through the embankment to be 

relatively high, which decreases the stability of the em

bankment. This worst case was selected to be analyzed with 

WOODLUND. 

For the CFLOW and WOODLUND analyses, the coarse 

tailings embankment was modeled by 200 quadrilateral ele

ments and 231 nodes as shown in Figure 28. The embankment 

was assumed to rest directly upon bedrock, so no pervious 

foundation layer was required in the model. Since the 
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transition zone was considered to be plugged, the mesh was 

terminated at the transition zone boundary. Upstream and 

downstream equipotentials were described as boundary condi

tions for CFLOVV. The initial phreatic surface nodes were 

selected and input as boundary conditions. A permeability 

-5 
of 4.92 x 10 cm/sec as specified by RPI was used. 

The initial run of CFLOVV was made. After the re

sults were reviewed, the choice of initial phreatic surface 

nodes was modified to maintain optimum aspect ratios, and a 

final CFLOW analysis was performed. The plot of the final 

distorted mesh with the top flow line drawn in is shown in 

Figure 29. The velocity vectors for each element are plot

ted in Figure 30 and show the general flow pattern of the 

free water through the coarse tailings embankment. 

Since CFLOW was used by RPI in the original seepage 

analysis, there is no need for further study. It is note

worthy that the phreatic surface exit point (node 224 in 

this case) lies above the top of the rock embankment (node 

221), so erosion can be expected between these two points. 

After the final CFLOW results were reviewed, SEEP1 

was run. As boundary conditions for both SEEP1 and WOOD-

LUND, the nodes along the base of the embankment and the 

nodes along the rock embankment interface were fixed from 

moving in both the horizontal and vertical directions. The 

nodes on the upstream face of the embankment were restricted 

from moving in the horizontal direction only. SEEP1 



Figure 29. Final, distorted mesh for Last Chance 
Valley with top flow line. 



Figure 30. Plot of velocity vectors 
for Last Chance Valley. 
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generated the seepage forces throughout the cyclone under

flow embankment. These forces combined with the final, dis

torted mesh produced by CFLOW, were written to a disk file 

by SEEP1. This disk file formed the starting point for the 

subsequent WOODLUND analysis. 

Stability Analysis of 
Cyclone UnderTlow Embankment 

Various engineering properties of the cyclone under

flow material were required as input data for WOODLUND. The 

cyclone underflow material is generated by processing molyb

denum and copper ore; therefore, at the preliminary design 

stage no samples were available for testing. Consequently, 

the engineering properties obtained from analyzing cyclone 

underflow samples at similar mines, already in operation, 

had to be used for the preliminary design. 

The wet unit weight and the strength parameters, c 

and $, were determined by performing linear regression ana

lyses on data from similar copper mines (Larson, 1981). A 

plot of the linear regression analysis for the strength 

parameters is shown in Figure 31. The mean c value of 0.88 

psi (127 psf) and the mean <p value of 34.76° as plotted were 

used in this study. Meanwhile, a mean wet unit weight of 

0.064 pci (110 pcf) as specified by RPI was used. 

The remaining engineering properties required by 

WOODLUND were based on the works of Wahler and Associates 

(1974) and Corp (1974). Both writers used a Poisson's 
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ratio, y, of 0.4 (and interestingly, a wet unit weight of 

0.072 pci (124 pcf)). Wahler and Associates chose to vary 

Young's modulus, E, with depth, while Corp held E constant 

with depth. Corp did, however, employ several material sec

tions for his embankment model; each material section having 

its own E value. For Wahler and Associates, the mean E 

value was 3800 psi (550 ksf), while Corp used 4000 psi (580 

ksf) for the cyclone underflow section below the top flow 

line. Based on these results, a y of 0.4 and an E of 4000 

psi (580 ksf) were input to WOODLUND. 

In order to limit the costs of running WOODLUND, the 

load increments and the maximum number of iterations for 

each load increment were closely monitored for each run. 

The same strategy of load application as used for the S-l 

trial embankment, was adopted for the Last Chance Valley 

stability analysis. Initially, the first increment of 20 

percent of the total load was specified with only one itera

tion allowed. The run time for WOODLUND was acceptable, so 

the number of iterations was increased to five to test for 

convergence of the first 20 percent load increment. Con

vergence was attained after the fourth iteration. Finally, 

five equal load increments were specified with five itera

tions allowed for each increment. The solution for the 

entire load application successfully converged, using 24 

i terat ions in al1. 
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The WOODLUND output (182 pages of it) showed a maxi

mum nodal vertical displacement of 1.87 feet. However, this 

represents a "strain" of only .21% due to the height of the 

embankment. Therefore, the assumption of small strain theo

ry is valid. 

PLOTFS was then run to produce a plot of the factor 

of safety for each element (see Figure 32). Examination of 

such a plot can reveal relatively weak portions of the em

bankment. The locations of these weak areas can help guide 

the engineer in selecting trial failure surfaces that pro

duce relatively low factors of safety. 

From Figure 32, it can be seen that low factors of 

safety are prevalent for elements along the lower portion of 

the downstream face and along the top of the embankment. 

Since the elements along the top of the embankment will be 

supported by the elements directly beneath them, the associ

ated low factors of safety are not significant. The low 

factors of safety for elements along the downstream face in

dicate that sloughing or an "infinite slope" type of failure 

may occur. There is apparently little likelihood of a deep 

seated failure, as indicated by the larger factors of safety 

for interior elements. 
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Comparison of STABR and WOQDLUND Results 

The primary purpose for running the WOODLUND analy

sis was to compare results with those obtained from STABR. 

The STABR analysis consisted of a search for the failure arc 

with the minimum factor of safety, such that the failure arc 

passed through the toe of the embankment. The center of the 

circle which contains a failure arc was restricted to lie 

above and to the right of the downstream face. The failure 

arc with the minimum factor of safety, as determined by 

STABR, produced a shallow slope failure or sloughing of ma

terial. The factor of safety for this arc was calculated by 

STABR as 1.14. 

For illustrative purposes, several types of trial 

failure surfaces have been drawn on a plot of element num

bers in Figure 33. These failure surfaces are classified 

and their associated factors of safety determined from the 

WOODLUND analysis are presented in Table 7. The calculated 

factors of safety are as expected from the visual inspection 

of Figure 32. The factor of safety of 0.98 is caused by the 

use of acceptable tolerance limits to test for convergence. 

In WOODLUND no factor of safety, theoretically, should be 

less than unity because of the ways in which the yield sur

face and the factor of safety are defined. 
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Table 7. Factors of safety determined by WOODLUND 
for various trial failure surfaces. 

Labe 1 Classi f i cat ion F. S. 

A STABR circular failure surface 1. 00 

B Minimal sloughing 0 . 98 

C Infinite slope failure 1. 26 

D Intermediate circular failure surface 1. 51 

E Circular, deep seated failure surface 1. 89 

F Intermediate, random failure surface 1. 64 
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The factors of safety produced by STABR and by 

WOODLUND are reasonably close for the minimum failure arc 

determined by STABR (1.14 versus 1.00). However, STABR is 

confined to using only circular failure arcs. For embank

ments constructed of more than one material or for cases 

where the failure mechanism may be other than trivial 

sloughing, it is quite likely that STABR will fail to 

determine the actual failure surface. Additionally, STABR 

provides very little information for the engineer that would 

enable him to obtain a "feel" for the manner in which fail

ure could likely take place. A maze of failure arcs with 

their corresponding factors of safety can be plotted, but 

all potential failure surfaces are still limited to circular 

arcs. 

On the other hand, WOODLUND provides the engineer 

with the capability to plot the factors of safety for each 

element. In this manner, the engineer obtains a "micro-

structural" view of the embankment. The engineer can then 

select the apparent worst case failure surface, regardless 

of shape. 



CHAPTER 6 

ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY 

The computing costs of performing a Seep-Slope ana

lysis are dependent upon the particular computer installa

tion being utilized, the relative stability of the slope 

(low stability decreases the rate of convergence), and user 

bias with regard to problem conditions such as the mesh 

size. A typical analysis should cost approximately the same 

amount as one or two full days of an entry level engineer's 

time. Table 8 lists the approximate costs (at three times 

the rates for University users) that an outside user of the 

University of Arizona's Computing Center could expect to pay 

for the Last Chance Valley analysis. The outside user rates 

at the University of Arizona are typically higher than those 

of private computer firms, to avoid directly competing with 

the private sector. Therefore, WOODLUND should be less ex

pensive to run elsewhere. 

Coupled with the actual out-of-pocket costs for run

ning WOODLUND, are the slightly increased data preparation 

times, the increased output evaluation times, and the neces

sity of obtaining acceptable values for E and y. Since 

WOODLUND and CFLOW provide automatic mesh generation capa

bilities, only a slight increase in data preparation time is 

1 3 2  
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Table 8. Approximate computing cost for outside 
user performing Last Chance Valley design. 

Program Speci fics Approximate 
Cost 

CFLOVV first run $25 

PLOTME first run 10 

CFLOW second run 5 

PLOTME second run 5 

SEEP1 3 

WOODLUND 20% load increment, 
1 iteration 5 

WOODLUND 20% load increment, 
5 iterations 15 

WOODLUND full loading 75 

PLOTFS 3 

PLOTE 3 

PWODFS 3 

WOODFS 3 

TOTAL COST $155 



required for WOODLUND versus more conventional slope stabil

ity analysis programs. Additional time is required for run

ning and for checking preliminary WOODLUND results (e.g. for 

the initial run with only one iteration), prior to making 

the complete run with all load increments and iterations 

specified. Naturally, more time is required to evaluate the 

output, because there are more results than merely a factor 

of safety for several failure circles. 

The possibility exists that WOODLUND may fail to 

converge. This would normally occur only if an embankment 

was highly unstable. An inexpensive check for a high degree 

of instability would be to perform an initial analysis with 

STABR. 

The results produced by WOODLUND are only as good as 

the data that goes into the program. Kealy and Busch (1979) 

stated that WOODLUND is impractical to use at the prelimi

nary design stage, since no samples are available, but that 

WOODLUND is beneficial for later analytical purposes. Kealy 

and Busch, however, were saddled with 4 to 8 hour run times; 

whereas only a few minutes are required if the program, as 

modified for this study, is run on a CYBER175 or comparable 

equipment. All in all, the engineer must make an individual 

judgement for each tailings impoundment, as to the practi

cality of using WOODLUND. 
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One major benefit of using WOODLUND is that the USBM 

contracted for the development of WOODLUND. Consequently, 

for projects that must be submitted for approval to the 

USBM, it would certainly be advantageous to use a program 

approved and recommended by the USBM. 



CHAPTER 7 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The Seep-Slope system has been successfully convert

ed to operate on the CYBER175 computer system at the Univer

sity of Arizona. While requiring a minimum amount of data 

preparation, the Seep-Slope system supplies a powerful com

bination of seepage analysis followed by slope stability 

analysi s. 

The most important facet of this package is the ap

proach taken for the slope stability analysis. The WOODLUND 

program performs a finite element analysis based on the 

assumption of e1astic-perfectly plastic material behavior 

and the use of the Drucker-Prager yield criterion. 

The elastic-perfectly plastic material behavior al

lows an element to carry, at maximum, only its yield stress. 

A yielded element can continue to deform plastically while 

its neighboring elements elastically support any additional 

load. By applying the load in increments, the growth of the 

localized yield areas can be monitored and progressive fail

ure can be simulated. 

A major benefit of the Drucker-Prager yield criter

ion is that the intermediate principal stress directly af

fects the material behavior. Therefore, the actual material 

1 3 6  
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behavior is more accurately modeled than by the use of the 

Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion, which is employed by STABR 

and in standard soil engineering practice. 

Yet another benefit of the WOODLUND program is that 

a "microstructural" view of an embankment is possible, since 

the factors of safety can be plotted for each finite ele

ment. Guided by the elemental factors of safety from the 

"microstructural" plot and reasonable failure surface 

shapes, the engineer can select a series of trial failure 

surfaces expected to produce the minimal overall factor of 

safety. These surfaces are not constrained to be circular 

arcs (in two dimensional space) as with STABR, but may be of 

any shape. The general failure surface is certainly a more 

realistic assumption, since Morgenstern and Price (1965) 

stated that, based on field observations, non-circular slip 

surfaces were more numerous than circular slip surfaces. 

Also, Bishop (1957) stated that an analysis based solely 

upon circular slip surfaces may significantly overestimate 

the factor of safety (17% in one case), especially where 

there is a marked nonuniformity of pore pressure distri

bution. 

WOODLUND realistically models the failure mechanism 

in mine tailings embankments subjected to seepage forces by 

using a sound, theoretical foundation. Purely elastic ana

lyses do not have a mechanism to keep stress buildup within 

yield limits and to redistribute those stresses which exceed 
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this limit. On the other hand, purely plastic solutions 

contain the erroneous assumption that all elements along a 

failure surface have the same factor of safety. But, the 

elastic-plastic material behavior assumption incorporated in 

WOODLUND does not contain these fallacies. The actual mate

rial behavior for the entire embankment is more closely 

modeled by WOODLUND than by analyses based on either purely 

elastic or purely plastic material behavior. 

Recent advances in computer technology have lowered 

costs to the point where WOODLUND need no longer be confined 

to the halls of academia, nor to the offices of non-profit 

motivated government research centers. The advanced analy

tical power of WOODLUND is available and is economically 

feasible to be employed by the practicing engineer. 

Rec ommendat i ons 

The Seep-Slope system can be improved and can be 

better accepted in the engineering community through addi

tional studies. Some of the areas requiring improvement or 

more study are: 

1. The sensitivity of the factor of safety to the 

various engineering properties (c, <t>, E and u) 

needs to be determined. Corp (1974) found that 

the factor of safety is fairly insensitive to 

variations in E as long as the same proportional 

relationship is maintained between the moduli of 
4 
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different materials. Knowledge of the degree of 

sensitivity of the analysis to these parameters 

would improve confidence in the final results. 

2. Further field studies of actual slope stability 

problems are required to verify the accuracy and 

reliability of the Seep-Slope system. 

3. Changes in the software can reduce run times and 

costs. Specifically, PLOTME and YVOODLUND re

quire changes. PLOTME currently performs a 

lengthy search to ensure that interior sides of 

adjacent elements are only plotted once. This 

searching should be eliminated so that the 

PLOTME costs will be in line with PLOTE, not 

CFLOW. Additionally, PLOTME-needs to be modi

fied or a new program needs to be developed, so 

that the mesh that is input to CFLOW can be 

plotted prior to running CFLOW, not afterward. 

Finally, WOODLUND needs to have its overlay 

structure reinstated. For the purposes of this 

study, the overlays were replaced by subrou

tines. By reverting back to overlays, the cen

tral memory requirements will be reduced and 

substantial savings in computer costs may be 

real!zed. 
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4. An incremental construction analysis technique, 

similar to that employed by Clough and Woodward 

(1967), needs to be developed for the Seep-Slope 

system. In the present study, an incremental 

loading procedure was utilized, but the entire 

dam framework was assumed to be in place from 

the very first load increment. Improved model

ing calls for adding new elements to represent 

the placement of each new lift. 



APPENDIX A 

SAMPLE INPUT DATA FOR 
S-l TRIAL EMBANKMENT 

Sample input data is provided for all programs in 

the Seep-Slope system. All of the data pertains to the S-l 

trial embankment ( 67 feet high) that was analyzed using the 

revised Seep-Slope system at the University of Arizona. It 

should be noted that this trial embankment was initially 

analyzed by Corp, et al. (1975) using the original Seep-

System at the USBM. 

Sample Input Data for CFLOW 

CFLCM RUN FOR USB" S-l TRIAL E18ANKNENT 
493 447 4 13 1 0 62.4 100. 3556.8 .80 25 1. 

1 10 
1 1.0E-7 1.0E-7 0. 
2 5.4E-7 5.4E-7 0. 
3 4.3E-6 4.3E-6 0. 
4 
1 200. 
6 200. 100. 

14 1 200. 147. 624. 
15 217. 
28 1 225. 147. 624. 
29 234. 
34 234. 100. 
42 1 250. 147. 624. 
43 251. 
48 251. 100. 
56 1 275. 147. 624. 
57 268. 
62 268. 100. 
70 1 300. 147. 624. 
71 285. 
76 285. 100. 
84 1 325. 147. 624. 
85 302. 
90 302. 100. 
98 1 3 50. 147. 624. 
99 318. 

104 318. 100. 
113 1 369. 148. 561.6 
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114 
119 
128 
129 
134 
143 
144 
149 
158 
159 
164 
173 
174 
179 
188 

189 
194 
203 
204 
209 
218 
219 
220 
225 
2 34 
236 
237 
242 
251 
254 
295 
260 
269 
273 
274 
279 
288 
292 
293 
298 
307 
311 
312 
317 
326 
331 
332 
337 
346 
351 
352 
357 
366 
371 
372 
377 
386 
392 
393 
398 
407 
413 

335. 
335. 

1 339. 
352. 
352. 

1 408. 
369. 
369. 

1 427. 
386. 
336. 

1 446. 
403. 
403. 

1 466. 
420. 
420. 

1 465. 
437. 
437. 
484.7 
490. 
454. 
454. 
487.545 
495. 
471. 
471. 
492.75 
500. 
486. 
486. 
499.077 
504. 
505. 
505. 
507.077 
506. 
522. 
522. 
515.077 
512. 
536. 
538. 
523.357 
516. 
555. 
555. 
532.5 
52C. 
572. 
572. 
541.143 
524. 
589. 
589. 
552.4 
526. 
606. 
606. 
561.6 
532. 
623. 
623. 
574.063 
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100. 
150. 436.8 

100. 
151. 374.4 

100. 
153. 249.6 

10C. 
154. 187.2 

100. 
156. 62.4 

100. 
157. 

100.  
154. 
160. 

100. 
152.364 
164. 

100. 
150.25 
167. 

100. 
146.335 
167. 

100. 
146.385 
167. 

100. 
146.385 
167. 

100. 
143.071 
167. 

100.  
143.071 
167. 

100. 
143.071 
167. 

100. 
140.2 
167. 

100. 
140.2 
167. 

10 0. 
137.688 
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435 536. 167. 
436 640. 
441 1 1640. 100. 
450 583.75 137.683 
457 540. 167. 
458 670. 
463 1670. 100. 
464 700. 
469 1700. 100. 
470 730. 
475 1730. 100. 
476 760. 
481 1760. 100. 
482 790. 
487 1790. 100. 
488 820. 
493 1820. 100. 

1 1 15 16 2 1 
6 6 20 21 7 2 

14 15 29 30 16 1 
19 20 34 35 21 2 
27 29 43 44 30 1 
32 34 43 49 35 2 
40 43 57 58 44 1 
45 48 62 63 49 2 
53 57 71 72 58 1 
58 62 76 77 63 2 
66 71 85 86 72 1 
71 76 90 91 77 2 
79 85 99 100 86 1 
84 90 104 105 91 2 
92 98 112 113 113 2 
93 99 114 115 100 1 
98 104 119 120 105 2 

107 114 129 130 115 1 
112 119 134 135 120 2 
121 129 144 145 130 1 
126 134 149 150 135 2 
135 144 159 160 145 1 
140 149 164 165 150 2 
149 159 174 175 160 1 
154 164 179 180 165 2 
162 172 187 188 173 3 
163 174 189 190 175 1 
168 179 194 195 180 2 
175 186 201 202 187 3 
177 189 204 205 1"3 1 
182 194 209 210 195 2 
189 201 216 217 202 3 
191 203 219 219 219 4 
192 204 220 221 205 1 
197 209 225 226 210 2 
204 216 232 233 217 3 
206 218 234 235 219 4 
207 219 235 236 236 4 
208 220 237 238 221 1 
213 225 242 243 226 2 
219 231 24* 249 232 3 
222 234 251 252 235 4 
224 236 253 254 254 4 
225 237 255 256 238 1 
230 242 260 261 243 2 
236 248 266 267 249 3 
239 251 269 270 252 4 
242 254 272 273 273 4 
243 255 274 275 256 1 



248 260 279 280 261 2 
254 266 285 286 267 3 
257 269 288 289 270 4 
261 274 293 294 275 1 
266 279 298 299 280 2 
271 284 303 304 285 3 
275 288 307 308 289 4 
279 293 312 313 294 1 
284 298 317 318 299 2 
288 302 321 322 303 3 
293 307 326 327 308 4 
297 311 33C 331 331 4 
298 312 332 333 313 1 
303 317 337 338 318 2 
306 320 340 341 321 3 
312 326 346 347 327 4 
317 332 352 353 333 1 
32 2 337 357 358 338 2 
323 338 358 359 339 3 
331 346 366 367 347 4 
336 352 372 373 353 1 
341 357 377 378 358 3 
350 366 386 397 367 4 
355 371 391 392 392 4 
356 372 393 394 373 1 
361 377 399 399 378 3 
370 386 407 408 387 4 
376 39 3 41* 415 394 1 
381 39 B 419 420 399 3 
390 407 420 429 408 4 
396 413 434 435 435 4 
397 414 436 437 415 1 
402 419 441 442 420 3 
411 428 450 451 429 4 
418 436 453 459 437 1 
423 458 464 465 459 1 
428 464 470 471 465 1 
433 470 476 477 471 1 
438 476 482 483 477 1 
443 482 483 489 483 1 
447 486 492 493 487 1 
2X8 48.545 
234 57.355 
251 66.595 
269 76.569 
288 87.436 
307 -81.511 
326 -71.822 
346 -62.418 
366 -54.382 
386 -47.684 
407 -42.158 
428 -37.600 
450 -33.822 

Sample Input Data for PLOTME 

130. 30. 
230. 30. 
530. 30. 200. 0. 

.07 .1 

820. 167. 
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Sample Input Data for SEEP1 

SEEPl RUN FOR 51 
4 51 

la la 1« 
1 3 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 b 1 7 1 8 1 
9 1 10 1 11 1 12 1 13 1 14 1 15 3 29 3 

*3 3 57 3 71 3 85 3 99 3 114 3 129 3 144 3 
159 3 174 3 139 3 204 3 220 3 237 3 255 3 274 3 
293 3 312 3 332 3 352 3 372 3 393 3 414 3 436 3 
456 3 464 3 470 3 476 3 482 3 48S 3 489 1 490 1 
491 1 492 1 493 1 

Sample Input Data for WOODLUND 

WOODLUND SHORT TEST RUN FOR S-l <USBI1» 
493 447 4 0. 1. -1 

0 0 
1 .039120 

6000. .3 6000. .1 30. 
2 .035648 

5000. .4 5000. .1 27.5 
3 .035648 , 

4000. .4 4000. .1 34.5 
4 .058449 

3000. .4 3000. .1 34.5 
1 1 1 

FIRST AND ONLY CONSTRUCTION STEP 
493 5 -1 1 

5 .2 
5 .2 
5 .2 
5 .2 
5 .2 
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Sample Input Data for PLOTFS 

30,30,0,0,.1,1 

Sample Input Data for PLQTE 

30,30,0,0,.1,1 

Sample Input Data for PVVODFS 

5,2 

Sample Input Data for VVOODFS 

FACTORS OF SAFETY FOR USBM S-1 TRIAL EMBANKMENT 
2 
402,.5 

402,. 6 



APPENDIX B 

CALCULATIONS FOR RELATIONSHIPS 

AMONG a , c, k, AND <(, 

R e lationships are developed for the triaxial com

pression test, the triaxial extension test, and the plane 

strain test. For the the triaxial compression and extension 

tests the proper diagonals, as shown in Figure 15, are 

aligned. For the plane strain test, the plane strain con

straints are utilized. 

Triaxial Compression Test 

Diagonal OCg: o^c^crg 

Mohr-Coulomb Equation 

g1~°3 =  2 c c 0 S (f )  ~( G  i + a3^ sin<f> 

a  j (l + sin<j> ) -a g (l-sin<|>) = 2ccos<j> 

(l-sin<j> 

1 °3\l + sin(j> 

2 c c o S ( j )  
l + siniji 

D rucker-Prager Equation 

(°L = A  2 }  

a (a ^+a g ) +  ̂[(AI-AI)^+(OI-AG)^ + (AG-AI)^]^=K 

A(2A2+AG)+[^(A^-AG)^]^=K 

147 
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o(2 a^+ 03)+— ( ai" a3 

/S" 

/3"a(2a^+CTg) + ( Pi~ °3) = 

a x(l + 2 /3a)-o 3(l-/3a) = /3k 

0-0 /l-^a \_ /3k 

1  3\l + 2/3a/ 1 + 2 /Ja 

Equate coefficients in the similar Mohr-Coulomb and 

Drucker-Prager equations and solve for a 

l-sin(j>_l-/3"a 

l + sin<j> l  + 2/3"a 

l + 2/3"a-sin<f>-2/iTasin<j) :=l-/jra+sin<J>-/jrasin<J> 

a(2 /3~-2 /3sin<{>+/3"+/3"sin<|>) =  l + sin<j)-l +  sin<j) 

a(3 /ST- /3"sin<|>)=2sin (j> 

2 s i n <f> _ 2sin4> 

3 fZ- /3"sin<fi /3"(3 — sin<j>) 

E quate right-hand sides in the similar Mohr-Coulomb and 

Drucker-Prager equations, substitute for a and solve for k 

/3k _2ccoS(j) 

1 + 2/Ta l + sin<j> 

/ 3k _2ccos tj> 

T7I^aHHEZ\"I + S IN* 
\/3" ( 3 — sin<f>)) 

/3k(l + sin<(>) =  2ccos<J>+4 /3ccos <p ( —  \ 

\/3"(3-sin<J>)/ 

3k(l + sin<j>)(3-sin<{>)=2 /3ccos <(>(3 —  sint|>) +  4 /3ccos <j>(2sin<t») 

3 k( l + sin<J>) ( 3 — sin<(>) =  2 /3ccos<J>(3-sin<j>+4sin<{>) 

3k(l + sin<t>) ( 3 —sin<J>) = 2 /3ccos <J>(3 +  3sin<J>) 

3k(l + sin<{>)(3-sin<|>) = 2 /Tccos <#>[3(l +  sin<())3 



k(3-sin<f>)=2 •Tccos <|> 

j._2 /S"ccos <j>_ 6 ccos<j> 

3-sin<f> vT^-sin <j>) 

C alculate <|> f r om a 

2sin<l> 

/5~( 3-sin <p) 

2sin<))=3 /3"a- as i n <j> 

sin<()(2+yTa)=3 S3 a. 

3 S3 a 
s in <t>= 

2 + S3 a 

, .  -1/3 vTa \  
<#>= s 1 n ( ] 

\ 2  +  S3 a/ 

Calculate cos <j> for use in determining 

. , 3^"A 
sin <f>= 

2+ ST a 

2 i 
Since cos </>=( 1 -sin <f>) 2  

n 2 7 ~2 ^ 
cos <f>= (1 -

•L 
1 V 

a+3 a2 / 

. /4 + 4 /3"a+3 a2-27 a 
COS ())=( - 1 

4 + 4 ST&3 

a2-27 a V 

\ 4 + 4 S3 a+3 a2 / 

A _/4 + 4 S3 A -24 a2\* 

\4 + 4 v^a+3 a2 / 

\ 4 + 4 ̂ Ta+3 a / 

cos + 

V (2+/3"a)2 / 



cos <t>=—-—[(1 + 2  ̂ "aXl-yfa)] 1  

2 +  

Calculate c from <|> a n d k 

6ccos <t> _  ̂

•^(3-SIN 4>) 

6 c/—-—[(1 + 2 >^a)(l - »^a)]*\ 

\2+ /FA / 

^3 3-
3 

2+ 
-j 

= k 

6c(2[(l + 2 t*§"a)(l -  »^"a)]*) _ 

/§"[ 3 ( 2+ ^a] 

12c[ (  1 + 2  ̂ a ) ( 1 - ] * _ 

v'Fc 6 + 3 v̂ a-3 v'Tot] 

12c[ (1 + 2 v^a) (1-»^"a) ] * _ , 

= 

2c[ (1 + 2 *^"a)(l- >^"ct)]* _ 

^5" 

^3K C= 
2[ (1 + 2  ̂ CI)(L-  ̂ ~CT) ]* 

Triaxial Extension Test 

Diagonal OE^: a2 = a3 < ai 

Mohr-Coulomb Equation 

c t1~ c t3 =  2 c c o s  ̂  ai +  °3)sin <J> 

0^ (1 + sin <P)~ Cg ( 1-sin <J>) = 2ccos<)> 

I j -~ si n  $ l =  2ccos i|> 

1 3^1 + sin <f>J 1 + sin <t> 



Drucker-Prager Equation ( a2 = C T3^ 

a<VVV+Ut(VV2+(VV2+<V1'i)2l)i=k (JTFR 1  

A(A 1  + 2A 3) +  ̂[2(A 1-A 3) ] 

A(A 1+2A 3)+[^(C 1-A 3) 2] I=K 

A( A 1  + 2A 3)+I : ;(A 1-A 3)=K 
' 0 

/3A(A^+2A 3>+(A^-A 3)=/3K 

a 1(l+/3a)-a 3(l-2/3a)=/3k 

/1-2/3a\_ /3k 

ai ' a i l  +  /3a  JT  l +  /3a 

Equate o 3  coefficients in the similar Mohr-Coulomb and 

Drucker-Prager equations and solve for a 

l-sin<|>_l-2/3a 

l + sin<{> l  + /3a 

l + /3a-sin<f>-/3asin«()=l-2/3a+sin<))-2/3otsin<j) 

a (  /3-/3 sin<{> +  2 /3 + 2/3sin<J) )  = l + sin<()-l+sin<f> 

a  (  3 /3+ /3 s i n<t> ) = 2 s i n<f> 

a_ 2sin<|) _ 2sin<t> 

3 /3 + /3sin<j> /3(3 + sin«{>) 

Equate right-hand sides in the similar Mohr-Coulomb and 

Drucker-Prager equations, substitute for a and solve for 

/3k _2ccosj> 

l + /3a l + sin<f> 
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•'Tk 2ccos <t> 

1 +vT( 2 s l n* Vl+sirU 
\T^"(3 + SIN <)>)/ 

/§k( l + sin<J))=2ccos((>+2 /3~ccos 4>f— 2 s* n  $ \ 

\»^(3 + sin <f>) /  

3k(l + sin<J>)(3 +  sin<|>) =  2 /3ccos <|>(3 +  sin<j>)+2  ̂ " ccos <K2sin (J>) 

3 k (l + sin<|))(3 +  sin<f>) =  2 /§~ccos <f>(3 +  sin<}>+2sin<{>) 

3k(l + sinij>)(3 +  sin<}>)=2 •S'ccos <p( 3 +3 sin <}>) 

3 k (l + sin(())(3 +  sin <f>) = 2  /3ccos <|>[3(l +  sin<j>)] 

k(3 + sin<|>)=2 /Jccos <)> 

y _ 2 *^"ccos <p_ 6 ccos(|) 

3 + sin<|> /§~(3 +  sin <f>) 

C a lculate 4> f rom a 

2sin <f> - =  a 

/3~(3 +  sin <t>) 

2 sin<(>=3 /Fort- /.Tots i n  <j> 

s i n<|>(2 -  /3~a) = 3 /§~ct 

• * 3 •TEX 
SIN $=-

2- /3"a 

. .  -1/3/3"a \ 
<|>=sin (  ) 

\2- /§~a /  

Calculate cosf for use in determining c 

• A 3^"A 
sin <j>=-

2- S3 A 

2 ± 
Since cos <)>=( 1 -sin <J0 2  

^ (•, 2  7 a 2  \* 
cos <)>= 1  —  

\ 4-4 /jTa+3 a / 
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, / 4-4/3a+3ci 2-27ct 2\* 

C O S + =( 4-4/3C + 3 O
2  ) 

. _/4-4» /3a-24oi 2\^ 

C° S  V4-4/3«+3C 2  ) 

A  /4(l-/3a-6a 2)\ i  

. cos*i ) 

\ (2-^3a)2 ) 

cos<P=—^—[ (l-2» /3a)(l+/3a) ]* 

2-/3A 

Calculate c from <f> a n d k 

6ccos<t> _ ^  

^(3 + SINIJ)) 

6 c/ —-—[(l-2/3a)(l+/3a)]^ 

\2-/3a I =  k  

/SF 3 +  i^-) 
\ 2-/3a/ 

6c(2[(l-2/3a)(l+/3a)]^) =  

/3[3(2-/3a)+3/3a] 

12c[( 1-2/3ct)(l + /3ct)]* _ 

/3[ 6-3^3cn-S^a] 

12c[(l-2/3cx)(l + /3a)] i  

i71 = 

2c[(l-2» r3a)(l+/3a)] i  , 

7! = 

C= ^ T 
2[(l-2/3a)(l+v /3a)] 4  
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Plane Strain Test 

Utilize plane strain conditions. 

Mohr-Coulomb Equation 

(^) +I XY :CCOS<j> 

g +a 
__x y 

SIN<}> 

a +A 
^SIN^ + 

'a -a 
x y 

—5— 
+t 

xy 
=ccos<(> 

D rucker-Prager Equation 

f=ct J x  + J^=k 

J1 —o +A +A „ 
1 x y z 

T - 1: <• •> 2  , / >2 . 2,. 2 2 2 
J 0  = p-[ (a -a )  +(a -a )  +(a - 0) ]+ t +t +t 
2 6 1  " x  "y' '  y z 

Plane strain constraints. 

z x xy yz zx 

e =0, t =0, x =0, c =0 
z yz zx '  z 

Plasticity equation. 

E°p-xiJL 
z 9 CT 

o=e°P=x|l 
z 9 a 

3 -F 
Since \*0 *—=0 

9 az 

9 f 3(«J 1 +Jp 

9 a 9 A 
=  0  
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Determine o by expanding and rearranging previous equation 

r  
Z 

~=°+2J2 (6
[ 2 ( V az)("1) + 2(V°x)(1)]) = 0 

°4 J2 I'J<-V°Y + 2 L'Z>L = 0  

5 J2 i l3 <"°x"V 2°z ) 1 =" t" 

-°X-V 2°2 =" 6 T" J2 

2VVV6"J2 

a +o 

Determine J. by substituting for a in the definition of J. 
Z 1 

a +o 

,L=°X+VJTJ:"3T'J2 

JL =L<V°Y )- 3 0 , JL 

Determine J 0  by substituting for o and applying the plane 
z z 

strain constraints to the definition of Jg 

J0=4[(a -a ) 2+(o -[i(a +a )-3ojJ])2+([i(o +a )-3ajjh-o ) 2]+t 2  

2 d i v  x y y 2 x y 2 J /  v l2 v  x y 2 J  x xy 

'»* < VV 1 

Recognize (A+B) 2+(A-B) 2=A 2+2AB+B 2+A 2-2AB+B 2=2A 2+2B 2  

-a +a ,  
where A =—^  and B=3otJ| 

J24l(0x-V2+2(;-V:)2+2(3',,2)2l+Txy 
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j24[(<VV2+2 

J2=T [ 4  

(o -a 

•V 
-a \  2 /a -o 

2£^_ZJ \~~2~ 

2) + 2 ( 3ot J g ) 2 ] "+*T 

y r. 1 n. 2, ,. _ 2  
+ I8a J 0]+T 

2 xy 

(',24t6(^rZ)2+l8a2,2J+ TXY 

(a -a 

-V 2J + 3 c , 2 ,2«xy 

a -a \  2 n  

^ 2( l - 3 a  \~~2 ~) + Txy 

-a \2 

, a-t2; +txv 
2 T^-

Substitute the calculated value into the yield function 

«[|(» X+O Y)-3< LJI] +J|=K 

§o«,x+ay)-!kx2J*+J*=k 

|a (a +a )+J~(l-3a 2)=k 
2 v  x y' 2 K  

Substitute the calculated Jg value into the above equation 

to obtain a form of the Drucker-Prager equation that is 

similar to the Mohr-Coulomb equation 

* 

2° (°X +°Y} +  

tP (a +o )  + 
2 x y 

a -a \ 2 „ 

2 / xy 

5 

(a -a 

-v 

l-3a 

2 
+T 

xy 

(l-3a )=k 

2 i 
(1 - 3<* ) =k 
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2°<c'x',V.[/t'x-!'vY 

xy 
(l-3a 2)* 

a +a 

Equate Xg ^  coefficients in the similar Mohr-Coulomb and 

Drucker-Prager equations and solve for a 

3 ( X  n i=sin<j> 

( l-3o )  

3a=sin<|>(l-3a 2) 4  

9a 2=sin 2tf> (  l-3a 2  ) 

Q  2  .  2 ,  0  2  .  2 ,  
9a = sm <f) —  3a sin<}) 

a 2(9+3sin 2<(> )  = s i n^<f> 

2  sin 4) A = L__ 
9+3sin <j) 

a = SINJI 

(9 + 3sin 2<|> ) 4  

a — 

SINFT 
CQS<j) 

a =• 

9 +3sin <p 

2 2~ 
COS <t> COS (j) 

t a  nip 

+ 3 tan 2<j> 

c os <J> 

2 2 
Use the trigonometric relations sin <j>+cos <f>=l o r 

2 1 
equivalently tan <f>+l= j -

cos <p 

. tan<t> . 

[ 9(tan 2<J.+l) + 3tan 2<j. ]* 
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t an|) 
a  * —y 

[ 9+9tan <p +3tan <(> ]  

A T A N* 
[9 + 12tan 2* ]* 

Equate the right-hand sides of the similar Mohr-Coulomb and 

Drucker-Prager equations, replace a and solve for k 

k 

(1 -3ct 2)* 

= CCOST> 

( 1-3 tan » 

T 

9 + 12tan <t> 

k  , 
= ccos}> 

/9 + 12 tan 2<j» - 3 tan 2<j> V  

\ 9 + 121 an 2<|> '  

5 —r=CC0 9t> 
/9+9tanj* y  

\ 9+12 tan 2<j> /  

J t* Stan 2* 

\9+12tan <t> 
)• 

\9+12tan <)> /  

i 

k= 
'(-t) \COS J> / 

7 
,9+12tan <J>. 

CCOS() 

K =  ,. T12L
JO*(^)000# 
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Calculate <j> f r om a 

•  J. 3A 
SIN<F> = 5—J-

(1-3a )  * 

2 i 
Since cos<l> =  (  1-sin $ )  

cos<{> =(-i) 

l-3a 

A  /l-12a 2  
COS<J> = 5— 

\1 -3a / 

, - l/l-12a 2\^ 
<(> =  cos ( 5- ) 

\l-3a / 

Calculate c from <t> a n d k 

• A 3A 
s in<j> =  K—r 

(l-3a )  * 

2 \i 
A  /l-12ct \  

cos<f>=[ 5 — ] 

\l-3a J 

. , 3a (l-3a 2)* 
t an*}" =  ^-T-i 

(1-3« )  * (1-12a)' 

, 1 3 a 
t an<P =  s—r 

(l-12a) 5  

+  2. 9a 2  

tan <t>= k 
L-12A 
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3 c  

9  +  1 2  

- = k  

3 c  

( 9-108A 2  + 108A2y 
\  l - 1 2 a 2  /  

= k  

3 c  - = k  

3 c = k /  

3 c =  

\ l - 1 2 c x '  

3 k  

( l - 1 2 a 2 ) *  

c =  
( l - 1 2 a 2 ) ^  



APPENDIX C 

FACTOR OF SAFETY CALCULATIONS 

The expressions for L^ and L^ are more easily calcu

lated when the axis of the cone, shown in Figure 15, coin

cides with a major axis in the coordinate system. Because 

this is not the case initially, a transformation of axes is 

made. 

The ai> a2> a3 coordinate system is transformed so 

that the space diagonal coincides with the y-axis as shown 

in Figure 21. Therefore, for a given point on the space 

diagonal (select (1,1,1) for ease of calculation), its coor

dinates are transformed to (0,y,0), where y depends on the 

original coordinates and on the transformation equations. 

In general, the positive clockwise rotation about an 

axis k through an angle a (as shown in Figure 34) results in 

the following transformation equations: 

i' = icosa - jsina [C-l] 

j' = jcosa + isina [C—2] 

k' = k [C-3] 

Therefore, an initial rotation of angle a about the axis 

generates the following transformations: 

a 1  = [C-4] 

! 

ag = choose* -  CTgSina [C-5] 

_ OLEOSA + OGSINA [C— 6] 

161 
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Figure 34. Transformation of axes caused by Transfo f caused rma on O axe s 

clockwise rotation about k axis. 
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T 
A second rotation of angle 6 about the axis produces 

03 = ag [C-7] 

it 1 » 

°1 =  C Tl c o s^ ~ a2 s^ n® [C-8] 

»T 1 T 
a 2 = 02 c o s& +  C T^sin3 [C-9] 

The original coordinates of the selected point were 

(1,1,1), so 0^=1, a2 =1> a n c i  a3 =^* The -  fi n a l  coordinates of 

tt tt 1! 
the selected point are (0,y,0), so a^=0, o 2

=y» a n<* °3 =  0-

judicious substitution of these values into Equations [C-4] 

through [C-9], the values for the trigonometric functions of 

a and $ can be determined as follows: 

1. Set a J = 0 
it t 

C T  3 3 = c r  3 G  0  S o t  + a  2 s  ̂n < x  =  ̂ ^ c  0  S o t  +  C1) s  i na = 0 

cosa + sina=0 

cosa =-sina 

2 2 
Since cos a+sin a = l 

2 2 
( - s i na )  +sin a=l 

2sin^a = l 

s in^a =1 / 2 

s i na = ±/"2 / 2 

cosa =+/~2 / 2 

Select the values in the fourth quadrant 

cosa =/2/2 [C-10] 

sina=-/2/2 [C-ll] 
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The coordinates of the selected point after the 

initial transformation become 

1 
AR a i = 1  

CT2 =  CT2 c o  s  °t~ CT3 s  i n  cx= ( 1 > (  /2) — (1>( — /5" / 2 ) = 

CT3 = ° 

2. Set a-^ =0 

TI 1 1 
AI=CTIC° SG-A2 SI N6 =(L)C O S0-( /2")SING=0 

cos g- /2"sing=0 

cosg=/2"sing 

2 . 2 
Since cos g+sin g=l 

(  /ITsing)  ̂+ sin^ g=l 

3sin^ g=l 

sin^ g=l /3 

Select the values in the first quadrant 

sing=l/ /3" £C-12] 

cosg=/27/3" [C-13 ] 

The coordinates of the selected point after the 

second transformation become 

tl 
a ^  = 0 

a2= a2 c os 8 +  °i s  in g=( /2")(/2*//5") +  (l)(l//3) = /3 

TL 
A 3  = ° 

which are in the form of (0,y,0) 

The general set of transformations can be determined 

by substituting Equations [C-4] through [C-6] into Equations 

[C—7] through [C-9], then replacing the trigonometric 
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functions of a and $ by the values determined above. The 

following results are achieved from those substitutions: 

11 

A^=A 1C0SS-(A2C0SA-AGSINA)SIN3 
11 

a 1=a 1c0sg-a 2c0sasin6+agsinasin6 [C-14] 

11 
02~ (O2 c o s°'~ a3 si n o') c o s  3+^1 sing 

TR 
02 = al s* n® + a2 c 0 s a c 0 s^~ a3 s* n a c 0 s® [C-15] 

TI 
A3 =  A2 S^ N O I + A3 C O S A  [C—16 ] 

Substituting the values obtained for the trigonometric func

tions of a and 3 from Equations [C-10] through [C-13] into 

Equations [C-14] through [C-16] generates 

a - L  =  0 ^ ( / 2 7  )  —  CT 2  ( /  2 )  ( 1  /  / 2 T )  +  a g ( - / 2 7 2 )(l / /of) 

A ( 1  /  / ? > )  ( 2 A 02 " aG  )  
11 

[C-17] 

A 2  = 0 L  ( 1 //T)+ A 2  (/2 / 2 ) (/^//F)-A 3  ( -/2 / 2 ) (/I//F) 

a 2  
=  (1 / /B") (  /^Oi + /^a 2  

+  ̂ 03) [C-18] 

A3 =  A 2(~»^/2) + A2(/?/2) 

a^Cl//FX-ZJog + Z^Og) t'C-19 ]  

11 11 II 
Since the transformed axes a^.Og.ag actually repre

sent the x,y,z axes, the latter set of values may be substi

tuted into Equations [C-17] through [C-19]. The results 

expressed with the aid of matrix notation are 

[C-20] 

X )  ~ 2 - 1  - 1 "  

y> 
_1_ 

/2" Z2" 

z )  0  -/S" 
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It is beneficial to invert Equations [C-20]. Since 

the transformation matrix is orthogonal, its inverse is 

equal to its transpose. The inverse relationship can be ex

pressed as 

2 /2 0 ( x ) 

-1 /2 -/3 < y > [C-21] 

-1 /2 /3 / Z \ 

The relationships for principal stress [C-21] can 

now be substituted into the Drucker-Prager yield equation 

a^l + J2 =k t o  0k t a* n  t^ l e  transformed equation of the cone. 

Expressing in terms of the principal stresses and substi

tuting from Equations [C-21] produces 

Jl = C Tl +  a2 +  c r3 : =~ —  t ( 2x+/2y) + (-x+/2y-/3z) + (-x+/2y+/3z) 3 

/6 

J =i_(3/2y) 
1 /6 

J^/SY 

In a similar fashion J 2  can be expressed as 

J
24 C ( AL- A2 ) 2  +  ( O2" A3 ) 2  +  ( A3" C FL ) 2 ]  

[C—2 2] 

2 ~ 6 \  L 

A  / 1 
V ( /6 

1 / 1_ 
+S { /6 
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,2^[(^ ( 3 X + / 5 Z )) 2 +FE (" 2^ )) 2 +FE <" 3 X + / 5 2 )) 2  

J
24(I ( 3X +/3Z) 24 (- 2/3Z ) 24 (- 3 X

+/3Z ) 2) 

J
2=^G[( 3X+/3Z) 2+(- 2/3Z) 2+(- 3X+/3Z) 2] 

J2 =L6 [  9 X 2  +  6  , /3XZ + 3Z 2  + 1 2Z 2  + 9 X 2- 6/3XZ + 3Z 2] 

J 2=^[18x2  + 18z2] 

J 2 = \ [ x 2 + Z 2 ]  [C-2 3] 

Substitution of Equations [C-22] and [C-2 3] into the 

Drucker-Prager yield equation results in 

( 2 +  
/3ay+I£—E_2 =k [C-24] 

/2 

A more recognizable form of Equation [C-24] can be 

produced by proper rearrangement of the terms. This 

rearrangement proceeds as follows: 

, 2 , 2A 
( X  + z  > = k-/3ay 

•2 

(x 2+z 2)/J(k-/Jay) 

x 2+z 2=2(k-/Ja y) 2  [C-25] 

Equation [C-25] is the standard expression for a cone of 

revolution symmetrical about the y-axis but with the vertex 

displaced from the origin. 
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If y is held constant, Equation [C-25] describes the 

circle in Figure 21. Since L 2  is the radius of the circle, 

Lg is described by the following equation: 

L 2  = (X 2  + Z 2)*=/2(k-/3cxy) [C-26] 

where (X,Z) represents a point on the circle. 

The distance Lj is equal to the radius of a concen

tric circle through the stress point P. Therefore, can 

be expressed as 

L x  = (x 2  + z 2)* [C—2 7] 

As indicated by Equations [C-26] and [C-27], depending 

upon the values of x and z relative to X and Z. 

The values of and L^ can be transformed back to 

the original coordinate axes. For , Equation [C-23] is 

substituted into Equation [C-27] producing 

Ll =  / 2 72 [C-28 ] 

For Lg Equation [C-22] is substituted into Equation [C-26] 

to produce 

L 2  = /2(k-aJ 1) [C-29 ] 

The final version of the factor of safety is gener

ated by substituting Equations [C-28] and [C-29] into Equa

tion [3.50], The factor of safety for a given element 

within the finite element mesh is then given by 

L„ vT(k-otJ 1  ) k-aJ 1  

f. s.. = r=- = —  = —t—— [C-30] 

1 L1 ^2 
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